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from the
editor’s desk
August has been declared women’s
month. What does this mean?

O

n the surface it would seem to merely mean
celebrating the role of women in South Africa,
in particular paying tribute to the 9 August 1956
Women’s March to the Union Buildings, Pretoria.
64 years have passed since that 1956 Women’s
March. But, the meaning of women’s month and its objective is
progressively changing too. Though we still celebrate the role
of women annually in August, the focus has shifted towards
empowering women in all respects of life. We now actively
without downplaying look at women “equity” and “equality”.
So, what is “equity” and “equality”? While the two
might seem synonymous and wrongly (in most cases) used
interchangeably, equity is the objective to get to equality which
is the end goal. In other words equity should be seen as steps or
measures that we put in place to achieve equality between male
and females. These steps or measures range from unspoken but
expected behaviour based on religion and or culture to written
policies that regulates and enforce certain behaviour in specific
formal or informal settings.
Gender equity refers to non prejudicial and impartial
treatment of females and males according to their particular
needs. In this regard, this means equal treatment and or
demeanour that is different or diverse but realistically
equivalent in terms of obligations, rights, opportunities and
benefits. It is effective equality between men and women, which
necessitate the concept that all human beings, both men and
women are free to develop their personal abilities and make
choices without the limitations set by stereotypical views, rigid
gender roles and prejudices.
Gender equality means that different desires, hopes, behavioural patterns and needs of women and men get unequivocal
equal attention, equally valued and considered. However, this
does not mean that women and men have to become the same
but that their responsibilities, rights, and opportunities are not
reliant their gender or on whether they were not born male or
female. In contemporary reality, this is inclusive of people who
have gone thorough gender reassignment and or Identify as a
particular gender.
The Department of Defence and Military Veterans has been
putting into place measures to redress gender empowerment
issues. The Department of Defence and Military Veterans has
became one of the vanguard state departments to lead by
example as far as gender equality and parity is concerned.
Gender parity is a statistical measure that compares a particular
indicator among women, like average income, to the same
indicator among men.
The Department has introduced a number of awareness
programmes aimed at addressing patriarchal attitudes within
the Defence Force. Amongst other “gender based challenges”
are suitability of equipment and facilities, complaints of
sexual harassment and the length of deployment on external
peacekeeping missions. The Department’s Instruction on
dealing with charges of sexual harassment has been enacted
and holds the Service and Division Chiefs accountable for
implementing the transformation and gender equity policies.
With a second female minister at the helm, women
empowerment and transformational agenda in the Department
is fundamentally at the centre stage. In an effort to expedite
gender equality and parity Minister of Defence and Military
Veterans, Ms Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula established the
Ministerial Task Team on Sexual Exploitation and Abuse within
the South African National Defence Force. The Department to
date boasts having had two female Director Generals in the post
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of Secretary for Defence with the new Secretary for
Defence having commenced duty on women’s month (01
August 2020).
The Chief Director Transformation Management is a
special Directorate which since inception has only been
headed by women. One key mandate of this directorate
is to implement the transformation and empowerment
of women. Displaying progress in transformation and
women empowerment the department annually hosts
exclusively women parade in honour of the women
serving the SANDF.
Women in the military have not had adverse
effects in terms of force cohesion. Both sexes are able
to work efficiently and effectively when deployed in
mixed sex units, particularly in the field. The SANDF shattered
stereotypical perceptions when it comes to appointing women
not just to combat roles, but also to command roles in combat
units, far ahead of the global average.
Lt Col Tiisetso Sekgobela, the first woman to command a
Force Intervention Brigade in peacekeeping operations, in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. During her deployment, Major
Seitebatso Block of the Intelligence Corps, designed a bulk SMS
platform to communicate instantly and directly with the local
population. She evolved this into a campaign against genderbased violence for which she later received the UN’s military
gender advocate of the year award.
Lt Col Constance Tlhaole, commanded the RSA Engineer
Squadron attached to the FIB. Over and above the duties she
was deployed for, she won the hearts and minds of most when
she vigorously involved herself and her troops in humanitarian
efforts to assist the local orphans suffering from malnutrition.
Lt Col Caro Duven, is the first woman commander of a C130
transport aircraft in Africa, she’s been flying to conflict zones
since 2004, doing everything from peacekeeping to peace
enforcement and humanitarian missions.
Major Caroline Komsana spent a year as part of UNAMID
mission Darfur (Sudan) where she was originally deployed as
a Military Observer before being quickly re-assigned as Chief
G9 (Civil-Military Co-ordination). While she was in the Sudan,
she oversaw a number of successful projects including the
rehabilitation of a drug centre in Darfur, the equipping of a
laboratory for a women and children’s clinic, the construction
of a school for returning exiles and the construction of a
fence around a girls’ school. She was also part of the female
engagement teams that interacted with local women and
victims of gender-based violence and rape.
South Africa ratified its own National Action Plan on women,
peace and security, in alignment with the UN Resolution 1325.
The National Action Plan addresses women empowerment
and equality through four pillars: participation, prevention,
protection, relief and recovery: ensuring that women are part of
the process to develop, implement and assess gender-sensitive
laws, policies and strategies; ensuring that women meaningfully
take part in and are part of peace processes, structures and
institutions; creating an inclusive, peaceful and safe society,
ensuring they are protected and providing safe spaces of refuge
for victims of humanitarian crises.
The Department of Defence will continue to make efforts
to mainstream gender and to enhance the representation and
participation of women in the defence forces and continuously
putting measures in place to create a platform for multi-sector
discussions on how to further empower women and remove
obstacles that impede their participation in maintaining
internal and external peace and security by bolstering the
country’s active role in peacekeeping missions and mediation
efforts on the African continent and global platforms.
Contrary to popular assertion that “you strike a woman, you
strike rock” it is important to always bear in mind that these
words only figuratively symbolize the extraordinary courage
and strength embodied in women during the 1956 March. These
words are not to be applied literally because like with any
human being if you strike women, they’ll bleed.
This said, STOP VIOLENCE AND ABUSE AGAINST WOMEN …
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!

Lufuno Netshirembe
Acting Editor SA Soldier
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Ms Sonto Kudjoe has been appointed as the
new Secretary for Defence

Compiled by Mr Lufuno Netshirembe
Photo courtesy of GCIS			
Following the retirement of Dr Sam
Gulube who occupied the post of
Director General, designated as the
Secretary for Defence in 2011, Ms
Sonto Kudjoe has been appointed as
the new Secretary for Defence. The
appointment of Ms Kudjoe comes at
an opportune time in the beginning
of August which is women’s month.
The Minister of Defence and Military
Veterans, Ms Nosiviwe MapisaNqakula announced the appointment
of Ms Kudjoe during a mini plenary
Ms Sonto Kudjoe has been appointed as the new Secretary for Defence.
session to debate the adjusted
Department of Defence budget vote
in the National Assembly on 23 July. “The President
for the National Institute for
Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO).
has appointed Ambassador Sonto Kudjoe as the new
Public Interest Law and Research
In August 2013 to August 2016 she
Secretary for Defence, Amb. Kudjoe will take office on
(NIPILAR). In 1997 Ms Kudjoe was
became Director General of State
1 August”, said Minister Mapisa-Nqakula.
appointed the Deputy Executive
Security Agency (SSA) making her
Director of NIPILAR until 1998.
the first female Director General at
In 1978 to 1980 Ms Kudjoe attended St Chads
For two years from 1998 to 2000
the helm of the SSA.
College where she matriculated. In 1997 she
she served as a Manager in charge
obtained her Diploma in Project Management from
of Research and Analysis on
Amb. Kudjoe has been featured in
Damelin College. From 1980 to 1981 she studied for
Africa at the South African Secret
myriad of publications including
Baccalaureus Procurationis (B. Proc) Programme at
Service (SASS). 2000 to 2002 she
but not limited to Reflections on
University of the North but due to political situation
was appointed the first Chief
Advocacy, vol. 1. Page 34, USA. 1997
that existed at the time she left South Africa into
Director, Africa Multilateral, at
- Disseminating Critical Information
exile without completing her studies. In 1987 Ms
the then Department of Foreign
to Decision Makers, the road
Kudjoe attained her Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees
Affairs.
travelled in ten years of Democracy.
in Law specialising in Criminal Law at Kishinev State
South Africa and Sweden Printed
University (K.S.U) in the former Union of Soviet
From 2002 to 2006 Ms Kudjoe was
by Kristianstads Boktryckeri AB,
Socialist Republics (USSR) known today as Russia, a
appointed Ambassador of South
Sweden 2005, A Beat for Life CD
qualification certified by South African Qualifications Africa to the Kingdom of Sweden
in support of a charity in South
Authority as Honours degree. From 1992 to 1994 she
and Latvia. From 2006 to 2010
Africa 2005, the South African
did her postgraduate studies in Placement Training
She became South African
Cook book Sweden Printed by ICA
Programme on the Administration of Criminal Justice Ambassador to the Arab
Publishers 2006 and in the Forbes
and Criminology in the Department of Criminology at Republic of Egypt. Between 2010
Magazine in an article about the
University of Hull, England.
and 2013 she was appointed
Modern day Defence and Security
Deputy Director General in the
threats challenging the African
From 1995 to 1997 she was employed as a Researcher
Department of International
Continent 2018.
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Secretary for Defence recounts his life story
as he retires

By S Sgt Itumeleng Makhubela
Photos by Cpl Jonathan Mogano

D

r Sam Gulube spoke
of his life and his
illustrious career
during an interview
with the SA Soldier
as he relinquishes his position after
nine years span as the Secretary for
Defence (Sec Def). He shared a story
of how the struggle against Apartheid
and those who assisted him had made
him what he has become.
Dr Gulube said he has been in the
public service for 44 years and his

Dr Sam Gulube receiving a gift from Chief of Joint
Operations, Lt Gen Rudzani Maphwanya and
the incoming Secretary for Defence, Amb. Sonto
Gladys Kudjoe.
the day and when the
1976 Soweto uprising
broke out, wherein
there were protests
all over schools and
universities; the
University of Natal
Medical School was
also affected.
A warrant for
his arrest was issued
together with other
anti-apartheid
activists. The warrant
of arrest prompted
his departure from
Secretary for Defence, Dr Sam Gulube addressing the
South Africa in 1976
guests during his retirement farewell.
through Swaziland
contribution to the Republic of South Africa started
into exile. Dr Gulube said when he
in 1976. At the time, he was a third year medical
was 22 years old, the late stalwart
student at the University of Natal and a member of
Mr John Nkadimeng, took him from
the South African Student Organisation (SASO).
Mbabane present day Eswatini, to
He engaged in the anti-apartheid struggle of
the boarder of Mozambique and
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eventually to Angola where he
joined Umkhonto We Sizwe.
“I got my training and
specialising in heavy artillery. In
1980 I was deployed out of Angola
through Zambia on a United Nations
(UN) mission to New York in the
United States of America. At that
time we were not a government so
it was an African National Congress
(ANC) observer mission to the UN. I
worked with Mr Jonny Makhathini
as his deputy and my title at the
time was Secretary of the ANC
mission to the UN. We participated
in mobilising the international
community against apartheid,”
Dr Gulube said. The ANC effort
culminated in the imposition of
sanctions against South Africa
which played a major role in
defeating Apartheid and bringing
about democracy in the country.

f oc u s on p e o p l e

Secretary for Defence cutting his farewell cake during the function.
In 1986 he was 32 years of age and 10 years out
of medical school. The President of the ANC at the
time, Mr Oliver Tambo urged him to go back to
school, indicating that when South Africa becomes
free the government of the day would need doctors.
“I had to start medicine from scratch which was
six years. I wanted to specialise and be a general
surgeon and that added another six years. I then
got a World Health Organisation (WHO) scholarship.
After completing my doctorate in medicine in New
York, I did my specialisation as a general surgeon at
the University of South Florida in, Tampa”, said the
outgoing Secretary for Defence.
Dr Gulube came back to South Africa in 1998
where he was integrated into the SANDF as a doctor
at 1 Military Hospital. He also worked for the South
African Medical Research Council (SAMRC), South
African National Blood Services (SANBS) among other
roles before being appointed the Secretary for Defence
in 2011.
Being a Doctor at 1 Military Hospital was his first
public appointment and he had learned a lot in the

process. He was also in session with
the University of Pretoria which
has an association South African
Military Health Services (SAMHS).
The university also deployed him on
occasions to Witbank Hospital to do
some sessions.
Dr said: “We performed the first
laparoscopic surgery in 1 Military
Hospital which was not a prevalent
practice at the time. There were
also programmes that were being
set aside for training young doctors
in the discipline as with limited
caseloads.”
In retiring as the Sec Def, Dr
Gulube also retires from serving
as the Chairperson of the National
Joint Operational and Intelligence
Structure (Natjoints) of the
Director Generals. When the first
infection of Covid-19 was reported
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in South Africa the President, Mr
Cyril Ramaphosa established the
National Coronavirus Command
Council (NCCC) and directed that
the Natjoints be the coordinating
mechanism of the command
council.
He explained that the Natjoints
is the implementation arm of the
Justice, Crime Prevention and
Security (JCPS) Cluster, which
he was also a Co-Chairperson. It
was the Natjoints that planned
executing the operation of
repatriating South African Citizens
from Wuhan in China during
the outbreak in that country.
“We had to put the severity of
the coronavirus into its proper
perspective as it was not affecting
only South Africa but the whole
world. It had so much impact
on our society that there was a
need to manage and control it
by declaring a state of national
disaster. This meant that certain
restriction had to be put in place
and infrastructure would have to
be established.” He said.
Dr Gulube said the deployment
of the South African National
Defence Force was not only for
security reasons but included
building necessary infrastructure
to fight Covid-19. This included
building of bridges in rural
areas such as Eastern Cape and
Limpopo Province among others,
to ensure that people access
services conveniently. He said the
South African Army Engineers
from the onset distributed water
to communities and schools to
mitigate the challenges of fighting
Covid-19.
His advice to the successor
was to continue with the
scientific approach to processes
and improvement of the public
systems. He said that it comes
from monitoring and evaluations,
which should be the basis for the
incumbent Secretary for Defence.
Dr Gulube said the new Sec Def
should not be satisfied by what has
been established but seek ways to
improve it.
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Entrenching the Gender Equality Agenda in
the SA National Defence Force

By Maj Gen Ntsiki Memela-Motumi,
Deputy Chief of Human Resources
Photo by TPR Thabo Lekeka

M

odern warfare is so complex that
it has become almost impossible to
determine or define the frontline.
In fact, the lines between the rear
and front have become blurred. As
a result, the nature of security has become gendered
through the utilisation of modern methods. We have
increasingly observed the use of robotics through
unmanned aerial vehicles, high tech weapons,
automated command and control systems, cyberattacks, mass information and social networks.
In this era where knowledge is power,
information superiority has become indispensable
for winning wars. In addition, recent global research
has shown that the presence of women in the
military has not had adverse effects in terms of force
cohesion. Both sexes are able to work efficiently
and effectively when deployed in mixed sex units,
particularly in the field. Therefore, this evolving
strategic environment warrants new ways of
thinking and practices.
It seems that the sudden and unexpected
outbreak of Covid-19 has catapulted us into the
Fourth Industrial Revolution. Perhaps this is a
blessing in disguise in that this took place when
global politics seemed to be moving towards a
strange direction. For example, the last few years
have witnessed the rise in narrow nationalism,
conservatism, xenophobia, transnational crimes,
human trafficking and violent conflict becoming
more complex and protracted.
As this has involved different non-state actors at
the regional and international levels, posing specific
security challenges for women. No one imagined
that 2020, the year which heralded a new decade,
would be marked by a global pandemic that included
travel bans, government shutdowns, lockdowns and
a crippled economy. These unprecedented times
have completely changed how we live our lives
and interact with society. In February this year,
the United Nations launched the decade of action
campaign for the achievement of the Sustainable
Development Goals.
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The Deputy Chief Human Resources, Maj Gen Ntsiki MemelaMotumi.
Also, this period marks a year
of extra-ordinary significance in
respect to the Women, Peace and
Security Agenda. The 20 years
commemoration of the watershed
United Nations Security Council
Resolution 1325 will be recognised
in one way or the other. Not to be
forgotten is the 25th Anniversary
of the Beijing Platform of Action
adopted at the Fourth World
Conference on Women in 1995. The
COVID-19 pandemic has indeed
presented the global community
with encounters that disregard
frontiers and demand a unique
international response and
collaboration. This crisis must be
regarded as an opportunity for the
creation of a new world order as
envisaged by the SDGs.
In respect to the Gender Equality
Agenda, we need to remain vigilant
and be ready to counter the various
forms through which patriarchy has
a tendency to reproduce itself. Worse,
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women need to guard against our
unconscious role in promoting it in
this new era.
This is indeed an opportune
moment for the total eradication
of the patriarchal ideology that
is embedded in most societies.
The fact of the matter is that,
advancement towards true equality
requires fundamental social and
cultural change in interpersonal
relationships between women and
men. This is the prerequisite to
eliminate practises based on ideas
of superiority or inferiority of one
sex over the other.
This is urgent and necessary,
particularly within the military
milieu as the concept of gender
has, since time immemorial, been
identified as being fundamental in
the construction of a soldier. This,
of course stems from a society that
has been conditioned to associate
masculinity as being inherently
male in the heteronormative. As
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a result, this has made it difficult for women to be
accepted in their job role as soldiers. This is because
of the assumption that masculine characteristics
take the form of physical attributes such as strength,
aggressiveness, as well as heterosexuality and
homophobia in the normative construct.
The fact of the matter is that, managing and
applying violence are no longer the only expectations
of 21st century Defence Forces. Instead, the new era
is characterized by technological-advancements.
As a result, understanding people seems to be more
important. After all, since the advent of democracy,
the tasks ordered by the ANC led government
in respect to the SANDF, has been related to
Peacekeeping Operations and Humanitarian Support.
In addition, our troops have also been utilised
in Operation NOTLELA, for example, which entailed
the enforcement of regulations in order to flatten
the curve and save lives against the COVID-19
pandemic. The new reality is that the conventional
aspects are now relegated to training and exercises.
Perhaps what needs to be emphasized is that in
today’s world order, the so-called feminine qualities
are now regarded as essential in order to conduct
successful Peace Missions. Feminine characteristics
cited in respect to Peacekeeping Operations are
women’s ability to establish close relationships with
the populace in the host country. This is what makes
them best suited to gather intelligence and, above all,
to deal with gender based violence, for instance.
However, cognisance must be taken in-respect
to criticism by feminist scholars that the emphases
of female characteristics are just as detrimental, as
it promotes Gender Essentialism. They argue this
should have no place in this new world order.
Therefore, moving forward, reference must
be made to the findings and recommendations of
the research conducted by Gerzema and D’Antonio
espousing the Athena Doctrine.
Essentially, this exhibits how embracing
femininity in the operating system of the 21st century
is ascending as it inevitably brings success to people
and organizations around the world. In addition,
the Reality Constructive Framework must also be
used as a point of reference. Importantly, it argues
that gender identity is not fixed and can fluctuate
according to time and how an individual sees him/
herself. After all, male soldiers are not born with the
ability to be ‘a man’ and fight battles. They learn how
to do this through training and socialisation.
The fact of the matter is that people have
different perceptions of themselves. These vary due
to experiences. Every human being, irrespective of
sex, possesses the power to control their destiny.
Yes, individuals have thus the human agency to
determine their own identity. As a result, female
soldiers should have the choice to be viewed by

military institutions as having
the ability to construct legitimate
masculine identities as their
counterparts do. The new military
ethos should thus combine
traditional values like heroism,
sacrifice and excellence with
known heteronormative feminine
qualities of exhibiting compassion,
nurturing, listening and enabling
others.
Therefore, the importance
of cultivating both feminine and
masculine characteristics in
every soldier must be regarded as
crucial in the development of an
all-rounded human being. After all,
today’s operations require soldiers
who are agile, insightful and
responsive to every encountered
situation.
Moving forward, we need to put
our fingers on the pulse of policy
implementation. This is imperative
because lived experiences have
proved that the promulgation
of Gender Sensitive Legislation
Framework has not produced the
desired outcomes. After 26 years of
democracy, we need more effective
and executable strategies.
In fact, as we move into the
future, we need to ensure that
women’s representation is regarded
as a means to an end. The criticism
labelled by feminist scholars
against women serving in the SA
Security Forces is that our presence
does not change the status quo.
However, this perception can only
be challenged by our presence
denoting a more peaceful society
and a new way of thinking and
practices. Women’s presence in the
Security Sector urgently needs to
become a game changer. The sad
reality is that despite the significant
representation, this has not
translated in impactful interactions
in the creation of a peaceful
society. The transformation should,
of course, start with the South
African society at large. Pressure
cannot only be exerted on the
military whilst other social systems
are left intact. Every behaviour
and operation of each and every
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institution must be altered and
adjured accordingly.
In addition, the notion of
African feminism must also be
promoted and deepened as it
underscores complementarity,
community and collaboration
between women. In fact,
it underlines the goal of
overcoming racialised and
colonial inequalities, violence
and legacies of the past. Armed
Forces must henceforth create
military gender identities based
on independence, empathy and
equality. As we undo the social
and economic architecture
inherited from years of legalised
injustices, the Post Structural
Perspective of human security
must also be highlighted and
emphasized. This will bring
into the spotlight insecurities
experienced by women in the
Security Sector such as, sexist
jokes and sexualised gender
based violence.
The review of military
education and training is
another critical success factor
to be considered in the creation
of a just, equal, and inclusive
organization. For instance,
Military Basic Training is a
process aimed at breaking
down individuality and
replaces it with the building
of an official military conduct.
Therefore, the incorporation
of gender perspectives in all
military development courses
should change the nature of
gender relations within this
organization. Learning to
tolerate women as part of the
institution does not equal change
in the attitudes about their
capabilities to perform given
tasks.
Even the first Commander in
Chief, the late President Nelson
Mandela, also underscored
women’s emancipation
as a critical factor in the
entrenchment of freedom and
democracy in this country.
Thus the continued labelling,
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stigmatization and marginalization of opinionated
women should be utilised as an indicator to gauge the
effectiveness of training conducted.
The employment of the quota system needs to
be continued. In fact, the DOD’s policy of enlisting at
least 40% recruitment of women at entry level and
30% at all levels of command, is one of the concrete
measures that could address the problems of women
under-representation.
After all, it is when a significant number of
women swell the ranks of the SANDF that would
lead to the creation of a pool of female soldiers from
which to select candidates for promotion at various
rank levels. It must be reiterated that the inclusion of
women at the table must go beyond the incorporation
of gender issues into the discussion. This means that
the dynamics must shift and change. In addition, the
issues deliberated upon at the round table must be
broadened. The rationale being that it emphasizes the
view that every individual has the power to control
their destiny. This they do through freedom of choice.
Senior Officers must serve as role models by tackling
issues head-on and uplifting others as they rise.
As espoused by the Reality Construction Theory,
no particular role can be individually identified to
construct masculinity or femininity. Therefore, the
situation further requires engagement with male
colleagues to provide them with an opportunity to
consider the following:
QQ do some introspection on whether they
perceive themselves as champions for the
Gender Equality Agenda
QQ or resisting the presence of women in the
SANDF
QQ and long for the return to the ‘good old days’
when women and men remained in separate
spheres
QQ or are they being complicit in sustaining the
prevailing patriarchal power relations within
our organization and society.
The fact of the matter is that, the promulgation
of progressive gender policies does not automatically
transcend into an equal, just, fair and inclusive
organization. As our Commander in Chief leads the
charge in restoring our country’s gravitas through
focusing on critical issues and building partnerships
for an egalitarian society, let us do things right by
collectively putting our shoulders on the wheel to
build a peaceful, prosperous and inclusive societies
and organizations.
It will be important for women in the SANDF to
be unapologetic in their demand for unrestricted
and equal access to the same opportunities as
their male counterparts. The experience of male
colleagues undermining women’s authority should
not result in them resigning and abandoning
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positions of leadership. Rather this
must steel them to pursue given
tasks efficiently and tenaciously
as they claim their space within
this male dominated environment.
Last but not least, capable women
should never be intimidated by
misogynistic tendencies, labelling,
stigmatisation and marginalisation.
No doubt, the ANC led
government has prioritized
transformation on its radar and
agenda. This makes it paramount
that the Performance Agreements
of government officials in all strata
prioritize gender transformation. In
fact, State departments and entities,
including Commanders within the
Security Sector, should take the
lead on this. The rationale is that,
this system manages performance
in a consultative, supportive and
fair manner in order to enhance
efficiency and effectiveness.
Of course this is linked to
the achievement of results. This
system allows for constructive
employer responses to consistent
inadequate performance as well
as for recognising outstanding
performance. It thus serves as a
practical effective reward and
censure mechanism that would
ensure compliance. Significantly,
our Commander in Chief, President
Cyril Ramaphosa has on numerous
occasions reiterated that the sixth
democratically elected Parliament
will be signified as an era of
accountability. What this means is
that in a democratic dispensation,
military institutions are in a fishbowl with no place to hide. Thus
the Defence Force is subjected to
the same scrutiny as all other State
Entities. It is thus imperative that
all be on the same page with respect
to accountability and answerability.
This is the litmus test for democracy.
Political oversight will check all
exercise of power and authority. It
must be clear and certain that the
institutionalisation of oversight is
to entrench good governance and
accountability.
In fact, oversight is exercised
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to ensure the implementation of
laws, policies, budgets and the
observance of the laws including
the Constitution. Importantly,
it is also exercised to ensure the
effective management of the
SANDF to detect and prevent
abuse and arbitrary behaviour
of officials. Sadly, unfounded
accusations have been levelled
against some parliamentarians
that they allegedly are ‘not fit
for purpose.’ This is, indeed,
unfortunate. Despite this, as
we move forward, effective
political oversight and sound
accountability mechanisms must
be strengthened.
It must be reiterated that
scientific evaluation must be
applied to the barriers affecting
women’s maximum participation
in Peace and Security. The
purpose is to create new thinking
and practices to complete
the unfinished business and
to dismantle patriarchy. In a
significant contrast to other
Armed Forces, some women in the
SANDF have made giant strides
in career progress and personal
development. They have gone
to occupy strategic leadership
positions. This is a glorious
achievement in itself. Every single
advancement or promotion of a
female is a challenge to patriarchy
and its masculine norms.
Ironically, the spaces that
women have gained are not
guaranteed as they are under
constant threat. Therefore, there
is an urgent need to popularize
and entrench the Human Agency
Theory. It is a philosophical
attitude that will encourage
women to take control of their
destiny at an individual level. What
is clear and certain is that women,
individually and collectively,
must be unapologetic in their
demand for dignity, equality
and unrestricted access to the
same opportunities as their male
compatriots. No society is free
until all its women are free.
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SA Navy reaches a significant milestone for
women working on submarines
By S Sgt Lebogang Tlhaole
Photos courtesy of SA Navy

W

omen’s month is upon us, with it comes
31 days of celebration as South Africa
recognises the significant roles women
played in South African history. Over the
last century, women have and continue
to be a crucial catalyst for change and influence in various
spheres of life, whether in politics, technology, the arts,
and business or of course, in the SA National Defence Force
(SANDF). As the world progressed, young girls have seen
women take up arms (literally and figuratively) in what
was religiously, traditionally and culturally perceived to
be male roles. What these young girls grow up to be has
fundamental bearing to what they have witnessed from
their female predecessors.

Submarine officer, Lt (SAN)
Gillian Malouw.

Lt (SAN) Malouw crafted to the Heroine Class Type 209 submarine,
the SAS Manthatisi.
Throughout history there have been pioneers
and trendsetters who through their grit and sheer
determination were not afraid to go places and
pursue dreams that at the time seemed impossible.
These pioneers paved the way for others to follow.
The latter proved to be the case when the SA Navy’s
effort to integrate submarine crews with women
reached an important milestone when Lt (SAN)
Gillian Malouw was presented with the coveted
submarine badge and leather jacket. The badge
and jacket worn only by those who are submarine
certified was bequeathed on her by the then Flag
Officer Fleet, R Adm Bubhele Mhlana. This milestone
made Lt (SAN) Malouw the first and only female
officer in South Africa able to navigate a submarine.
She is also the first woman in Africa and one of the

very few female submarine officers
in seafaring countries around the
world.
During her bestowment
ceremony, R Adm Mhlana mentioned
that Lt (SAN) Malouw admission
to the submarine service was an
embodiment of the SA Navy’s
vision of building a Navy capable
of sustaining itself through skills
development and knowledge. “The
SA Navy has always been at the
forefront of innovation and this
milestone represents another step
in its distinguished tradition of
recognising the contribution of
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its people and making the very
best use of the talent we recruit.
Submariners are the true heroes of
the Navy. It is the most dangerous
service any Navy can offer. It takes
a very special and very brave
person to serve in or command a
submarine”, R Adm Mhlana said.
When the SA Navy sought
the first female sailors to serve
on submarines, Lt (SAN) Malouw
raised her hand because she
had always thought it would
be a “cool” job, not because she
wanted to blaze a trail which she
unwittingly did anyway. With
gender stereotypes abound,
women like her are fazed and
taunted on doing their jobs well.
Regardless of their gender the
recognition they want is to be seen
as a competent submariners, not
female submariners.
Lt (SAN) Malouw’s love for the
sea began at the age of seven, when
she enlisted as part of the Sea
Cadets. She was in Grade 9 when
she decided she was going to join
the SA Navy once she completed
school as she was already exposed
to the Navy. After she graduated
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from high school in 2009, she naturally
pursued her dream and joined the SA Navy
in 2010 and after her basic training, started
a nine month combat officer course.
In 2011 she enrolled at Military
Academy as a full time student studying
towards a Bachelor Degree in Technology
and Defence Management. The following
year she was selected as one of eight
students to attend the Submarine Training
Centre in Simon’s Town. The 8 spent 24
hours at sea on board SAS Queen Modjadji.
Lt (SAN) Malouw confessed that the 24
hours spent at sea on board SAS Queen
Modjadji was the best time of her life.

SA Navy lieutenant becomes first SA woman
to steer a submarine
She completed her Combat Officer qualification
part one the following year and started the General
Submarine Knowledge course in 2015 completing
the Submarine Warfare course later that year. Lt
(SAN) Malouw also holds Bridge Watchkeeping
qualification earned on SAS Spioenkop. The way to
this qualification was paved by EX Ibsamar V which
saw the Valour Class Frigate visit Mauritius and India
for the international fleet review. The voyage enabled
her to log sufficient hours and exposure to start
preparation for the Bridge Watchkeeping board.
She also has sea time on the mine counter
measures platform, SAS Umhloti where she earned
her Officer of the Day certificate. In March 2015, Lt
(SAN) Malouw was crafted to the Heroine Class Type
209 submarine as part of an initiative to help SA
Navy personnel qualify in different musterings via
a mentorship programme. Retired Lt Cdr Graham
Mountfield and WO Keits Marthinus were her Combat
Officer mentors. They were integral to her training
and their guidance was crucial to her passing the
Type 209 endorsement board. This meant she could
stand watches onboard submarines. 2018 saw her
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planning, and the
planning of operations.”
What prompted you to join
the SA Navy?
“I joined the Sea
Cadets when I was in
Grade 7, after my aunt
suggested this to my
mother. Her children
(the now Lieutenant
Commander Leverne
Nsibande, and late Reece
Benjamin) had already
been members for a
while and they enjoyed
Her remarkable achievement and
it. I enjoyed it too, met
success story has brought a lot of
lifelong friends, and
positive comments.
was a member until I
pass her Harbour Watchkeeping
completed Grade 12. The Sea Cadets
qualification (Duty Technical
help nurture qualities such as
rating) board and Officer of the
leadership, discipline and overall
Day.
confidence. Cadets are taught
SA Soldier had the opportunity
about the Navy and other careers
to interview Lt (SAN) Malouw, an
in the maritime industry. I was also
inspiring sailor who embodies the
inspired by other cadets who went
future of women in the SA Navy.
on and joined the SA Navy after
Lt (SAN) Malouw said she was
school.”
overwhelmed by the recognition
for her accomplishments. She
Why did you decide on a career as a
further said she still has a lot more
Submariner?
she wanted to achieve. She chats
“In January 2011, I started
to us about her career path, her
studying full-time at the Military
future aspirations and what life
Academy towards a Bachelor’s
on board a submarine is like. She
Degree in Technology and Defence
also shared some of the lessons
Management. During our first
she learned working in the malerecess period in June/July 2011, 8 of
dominated field.
us were selected to spend our time
at the Submarine Training Centre in
Tell us about yourself
Simon’s Town. I found the concept
“I am staffed as the Detection
of submarines intriguing, so I was
Officer on SAS MANTHATISI
excited. What made the experience
but function as the Assistant
even more exciting was that we had
Operations Officer.”
the opportunity to spend 24 hours
at sea on SAS QUEEN MODJADJI
In brief, what does your job entail?
I. This was during the practical
“I function as an Officer of
phase of the Submarine Officer
the Watch at sea. This means
Commanding Course, in which Cdr
that when I am on watch, I
Beattie and Capt (SAN) Matsane
am accountable to the Officer
participated. It was a fascinating
Commanding for the safety of
experience, and I knew I needed to
the boat in all aspects. It includes
go back.”
safe and efficient navigation
and control of the submarine
What is like to be a Navigator on a
as required by the Officer
Submarine?
Commanding and the direction
“On the surface, it is much like
of sensor operators and sensors
any other ship, but when we are
in order to achieve set tasks
dived, we do not have the luxury
and objectives. I also assist the
of a visual fix or satellite updates
Operations Officer in navigational
for our positional information. We
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myself that the difficult times never last. I ensure that I
understand what is required of me, and keep the end-state
in mind. This also helps me to motivate others.”
What do you find is the hardest part about being a
submariner?
“Making sure that you perform well at all times. The
Submarine Service provides many opportunities for
continuation training at sea and alongside, but the onus is
on the individual to ensure that they stay up to date in all
areas of their work.”

Lt (SAN) Gillian Malouw atop the
conning tower of SAS Manthatisi.
have equipment that compute and update
our geographical position and we make use
of sonar for situational awareness. So, I must
be at the top of my game every time I am
on watch. We all have to be. I must bear in
mind that my decisions directly influence
all members on board. As an officer of
the watch, I am accountable to the Officer
Commanding for safety of the boat in all
aspects while I am on watch.”

Any closing thoughts
“When we say that women can do anything and that
we are equal to men, we have to believe it! During hard
times, we should draw strength from those who have
gone before us. We should remember why we celebrate
National Women’s Day and appreciate the sacrifices made
for us to be where we are today.
In an interview with Oprah
Winfrey, Maya Angelou once
said: I come as one, but stand
as ten thousand.” When I heard
this, I really took it to heart.
It says that I am not alone. It
speaks to my support of other
women in all aspects and
also my acknowledgement of
the sacrifices made for me: I
cannot disappoint them. Once
we become confident in our
inherent ability to reach our
Lt (SAN) Gillian Malouw enjoys her career full potential, we are able to
thrive in any environment.”
as a submarine officer.

What do you bring to this position?
“I am resilient and I work well under
pressure. I love learning new things and I want
to make a positive contribution to the Submarine
Service and the Navy in general. I hope to pass this
energy on to everyone I work with.”
How do you set priorities in your work?
“I set priorities based on the operational
requirements of the submarine at the time.”

Do you have to work extra hard to prove yourself in a
seemingly male dominated field
“No I do not. The environment I work in
requires that we all do our best at all times, because
the safety of your shipmate is in your hands. For
me, the pressure comes from my need to know
more about what I do, and ensuring that I am
continuously improving. I want to work extra hard
to make myself proud because I value what I do.”
What does a typical work day look like for you at sea?
“Days at sea are dependent on the requirements
of the operation or mission. We carry out our work
in watches (usually a two-watch system). I carry
out my watches on the bridge when we are on the
surface or in the Operations Room when we are
dived.”

How do you stay calm, productive and
motivated in a confined space like
submarine?
“My shipmates are a group of
like-minded people. We motivate
each other and push one another to
do well.”
What are the most important lessons
you have learned so far in your career
“Failure is not fatal, and mistakes
are opportunities to learn. Do not
be afraid to ask for help. Build good
working relationships. Read, read,
and read!”
What do you find most rewarding
about your job?
“Being able to solve problems as
a result of a build-up of knowledge
throughout your training.”
How do you handle the stress of the
job?
“I take it as a challenge. I focus
on the job at hand, and remind
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While today may be the first
time for a woman to navigate a
submarine, increasingly women
are playing vital roles in day to
day in the SANDF. Her remarkable
achievement and success story
brought a lot of positive comments
around the country as many
congratulated her. Perseverance
and dedication enabled her to
create her own path for success
and pave the way for the women
who will follow in her footstep.
Lt Malouw is an inspiration,
especially to those who have
worked to break down barriers
of all types. She exemplifies
the dedication to duty and love
of country that our SANDF
personifies. The success of women
in the SANDF is ever increasing.
Women past and present have
been flying the flag high for South
Africa over the years. It is fantastic
to see women thriving in a male
dominated field.
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“Wake up and smell my coffee” – passion
driven Captain becomes a Barista with her
own coffee brand

By AB Samuel Ramonyai
Photo by Sgt Nkosinathi Nkosi

O

ne would find it inconceivable to
find a workable connection between
soldiering and barista. Well… that’s
exactly what a young entrepreneur,
a woman and a soldier of the SA
National Defence Force (SANDF) did when her passion
led her to become a barista. Capt Maeshibe Marema
has flourished to the point of having her own
patented coffee brand.
Geographically located in the North, Zebediela in
Limpopo Province is a village of almost zero business
opportunities and a lack of major amenities. Born in
this village, Capt Marema defied the odds; making her
the epitome of what it means not let one’s background
dictate their future. Today this Captain is a trailblazer
and the founder and Chief Executive Officer of her

Capt Marema Maeshibe,
showcasing hwe Maeshibe
Coffee..

Capt Marema Maeshibe, the founder and the Chief Executive Officer of
Maeshibe Coffee..
own coffee brand called Maeshibe.
Like most village children, Capt Marema grew
up knowing coffee as the main beverage reserved for
guests that her family used to host. The scarcity and
value attached to coffee exposed young Maeshibe to
a living pattern that she could only wish to have as a
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permanent feature in her life.
She fell in love with coffee at
the age of six due to its nature
of giving people a sense of
togetherness and belonging.
Reminiscing about the days

S A SOLDIER

of serving coffee at home and seeing the
joy brought by this beverage only made
sense for her to start her own coffee
brand which was successfully launched
last year in August at the Irene Country
Lodge.
Growing up in a village with a lack
of basic amenities, general apathy and
all social ills did not deter Capt Marema
from chasing her dream of making her
own coffee brand. “While chasing the
dream might seem easy, turning that
dream to sustainable everyday reality
can be a nightmare if one does not have
perseverance and passion. In chasing
anything lies obstacles and challenges.
Establishing myself to be where I am not
easy but my passion could not let me
give up, so… I persevered”, Capt Marema
said. The determination to see her
dream come to pass was brewed by the

f oc u s on p e o p l e
need to break the norms and go beyond society’s
ceiling for a village girl.
Despite her busy schedule SA Soldier was
privileged to sit with her as she narrated her
interesting journey of becoming a soldier and a
barista with her own coffee. We learnt about her as
a person, a soldier, her business and the challenges
along the way.
Who is Capt Maeshibe Marema?
“First of all I am an independent woman who
became independent at the age of twelve due to the
nature of the school I attended. Secondly, I am a
philanthropist. Outside the parameters of giving
my life to the people of South Africa as a soldier, I
am involved in a project of giving reusable sanitary
pads to disadvantaged young women in various
communities”.
Besides being an entrepreneurial woman and a
soldier, I hold a National Diploma in Marketing and
is still studying towards a post graduate degree
with a dream of obtaining PHD before age 40.”
Why did you see it fit to join the SANDF when you
had the business idea in mind?
”Giving is part of my life. I could not see
myself working for a certain department let
alone private companies but to serve people in
the Defence Force. Then, joining the SANDF was
the only way to give back to the community.
The SANDF has the capability to reach to every
community and because I love serving that’s why I
am in the SANDF”.
She added that joining the SANDF was never a
mistake and still is not a mistake. In her opinion
there is a lot she has learned in the SANDF, but
two major issues she said she learned within
this organisation was discipline and good skill of
communicating with people. She indicated that
she could not have been where she is today if it was
not because of the SANDF. Through training and
all she had to go through, the idea of coffee never
went away through it all.
Share with us your profile in the SANDF to date?
“I joined SANDF on 11 January in 2011 as an
infanteer in 15 SAI Battalion in Venda. In 2012
I moved to Oudtshoorn to do my course that
qualified me to be a platoon commander. After that
I went to Heidelberg to become a candidate officer
and we were then placed to our mother units”.
“I was moved to 10 SAI Battalion in Mahikeng
and I worked there as a communication officer
for four years. I was also deployed to Pongola as
a communication officer in 2015 and that also
gave me another chance to help underprivileged
families. We managed to build three houses out of
our own pockets. It was the initiative I came with.
From Op CORONA in 2016 I joined the intelligence
office to date.”

What inspired you to start your own
coffee brand and what makes Maeshibe
coffee unique from other brands?
“I was driven by passion and the
love for coffee. I wanted something
that will last for generations to come.
Something that is a house-hold
brand and can be consumed anytime
of the day and by anyone. Seeing
the unemployment rate, I wanted
to plough back to the community
by creating employment for other
people. All this could not have
happened if SANDF was not part and
parcel of my life”.
There are many coffee brands
around the globe, however Capt
Marema said what makes her brand
unique is its rich sweet chocolate
aroma, Medium (berry and lime),
Complex flavours with biscuit honeycomb notes and Creamy mouth-feel
and vanilla coconut chocolate notes
leaves a luxurious taste in the mouth
that one always wants to savour.
“I wanted something that is not
bitter in taste but rather sweeter and
can still make espresso, cappuccino
etc”.
What are the challenges you
encountered when establishing your
coffee brand?
“The first challenge I encountered
was to get the mentor, somebody
who had extensive knowledge on
how to start producing coffee to the
last consumable product. Doors of
information were closed and nobody
wanted to open, that was until I
met a delivery man who has been
working in the coffee industry for
25 years. This man gave me useable
information and right away I knew
how I could get to the final product of
my coffee”.
Funding was yet another hurdle
Capt Marema had to pass through.
For years she knocked on different
doors for funding, with none opening.
The urge of seeking to see her dream
coming true gave her no choice but
to dig from her savings she had from
her current job (SANDF). To this
day Maeshibe coffee is self-funded
and standing tall even during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
“It is not easy being a female
entrepreneur, as people doubt your
capabilities generally. I believe in
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what I am doing and determine to
see the business grow and succeed
by leaps and bounds”.
Capt Maeshibe indicated that
she dealt with every challenge as
a stepping stone towards her goal
and chose to stay positive. She
took all my savings from the day
she started working and invested
in her dream. Cutting down all
unnecessary things for herself and
adopting serious financial austerity
measures as many things required
money than she expected.
How can you encourage other
women?
“The world is an oyster, we
are not limited. Young women this
world is yours, you can easily go to
the direction you want to. I want to
say to young women in particular,
understand the power you have
within you and you will know that
nothing is impossible. The economy
is run by women, our mothers
own spaza shops selling tomatoes,
peanuts and niknaks and they are
running the economy informally.
Women have the power within
themselves, they run households.”
Maeshibe Coffee played its
role by donating free coffee to
our security forces during the
Lockdown. The initiative carried
on for 45 days serving over 180
military personnel from 21 SAI
Bn in Dooringkop and over 100
SAPS and Traffic Officers around
Gauteng Province during their call
of national duty.
“Waking up to the smell of my
coffee has never felt so good, it is a
smell that tells a story; my trials,
tribulation and testimony that it
is not where one comes from that
matters but where one wishes to
end that really matter. We all are
pilots to our own destiny. While
I come from humble beginnings,
through my life challenges the zeal
and zest not to let Zebediela define
my end was always my end goal...
and looks at me now... Maeshibe
coffee is where you belong”.
Maeshibe coffee is currently
on take a lot and e-commerce and
can be ordered online on www.
maeshibe.co.za or WhatsApp the
business line: 067 315 9223.
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Meet the new Chief Director Transformation
Management

By Ms Loyiso Mapuma, Assistant
Director Disability Equity

R

eplacing Maj Gen Elsie
Mahlangu who retired in
December 2018, Maj Gen
Portia More was appointed as
the new Chief Directorate
Transformation Management (CDTM) at
the beginning of June 2020. Maj Gen More
served as Chief Air Corporate Services at
the SA Air Force before her new role.
Maj Gen More is excited and
enthusiastic to execute her responsibility
that comes with her new role of Chief
Director Transformation Management.
Maj Gen More identifies “going back to
basics” as the main anchor in achieving
her transformation deliverables. It is
important to remember why we were
initially mandated to do what we do
today.
Maj Gen More identified and
commended Maj Gen Sedibe as a

Maj Gen Portia More, the new Chief Director
of Transformation Management.

trailblazer, indicating that she was inspired
by the work Gen Sedibe had put in to establish
transformation management in the Department
Of Defence (DoD) and the SA National Defence
Force (SANDF). “I am inspired by the first CDTM,
Maj Gen Jackie Sedibe who initiated and grew this
section from a Directorate to the fully-fledged Chief
Directorate it is today”, said Gen More.
She wants to continue with the momentum the
founder had to transform DOD and SANDF, not only
focusing on Affirmative Action and equity statistics
but expand and truly change the organisation.
“The Fourth Industrial Revolution forces
us to change the way to approach our work to
enhance the implementation of our programmes
and operate optimally. The aim is therefore not
necessarily change the existing military posture
but identify areas requiring robust transformation.
The existing structures remain male-dominated.
CDTM commitment is ensuring the equitable and
sustainable balance as mandated by prescribed
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legislation such as the Employment
Equity Act of 1998. The members
of the DOD and SANDF are diverse
and the complement portrays
that”, asserted the newly appointed
Chief Director in Transformation
Management directorate. CDTM
commends the SANDF for being
one of the few in the world where
diversity systems and policies are
in place.
“Vibrant transformation
management requires constant
input and true commitment in
all that we do”, said Gen More
envisioning transformation as
part of everyday life and not
limited to once off events and
commemorations of target
groups. The new CDTM’s focus
as a leader will be to empower
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QQ

QQ

and develop members
of Transformation
Management as a
directorate to continue
with the transformation
agenda and vision with or
without her as their leader.
“Capacity development
is a crucial tool for
implementation. Over and
above that, members of
CDTM should continuously
take concerted steps
to maintain focus on
researching trends to
revitalize or reinvent what
currently exists”
The new CDTM further
noted that transformation
required for constant
introspection by everyone
to “think outside the box”
to assess and transform the
way we think.
The vision for the new
Chief in transformation
management Directorate
for the next two years is:
QQ Services and Division
will have the capacity
to implement
transformation as
a daily occurrence and
mainstreamed into their
plans.
As a signatory to United
Nations Resolution 1325, and
a leading Department to
the Gender National Action
Plan in collaboration with
Department of International
Relations and Cooperation
(DIRCO); the DoD will
continue to contribute and
support the review and
implementation of GenderBased Violence Policy.
Implementation of youthbased programmes, including
mentorship of young women
and Men for Change Forums.
Support for Disability
Disclosure and

i ns i g h t
mainstreaming and development of members
with disabilities.
Maj Gen More’s motto is “learn more and do
more”. “The climate and resources allows us to learn

and build on what has already been
achieved. It is our responsibility to
leave a legacy that will encourage
and inspire leaders coming after
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us to maintain a military posture
that is unique to our Department
where no one is left behind”, said
Maj Gen Portia More.

Inaudible war for sanity for women during
lockdown

By Ms Thobeka Cholo

O

n 09 August
1956, more than
20,000 South
African women
from different
cultures, religions, and racial
backgrounds filled the streets of
Image for illustration
Pretoria marching to the Union
Building. These women marched to take a stand
A lot of people normally shy away when
in protest against the proposed amendments
such a conversation is brought up and it is
to the Urban Areas Act (Pass Law). They bravely
thus often swept under the carpet because
fought for their rights. We push the boat out
of various stigmas associated with mental
to the entire womankind in the country. For
health in general.
all intents and purposes, this protest march
Mental health refers to our emotional,
served to change the gender stereotype of the
psychological, and social well-being.
time. To this day, the 09 August is celebrated
Eventually, it affects how one thinks, feels,
annually as National Women’s Day, acutely
and relates to everyday situations that
highlighting the fact that women are just as
trigger anxiety, and stresses. The rate of
astute as their male counterparts.
women who suffer from anxiety and stress
The year 2020 marks 64 years since
is ominously higher.
the symbolic women’s march. While many
Since the national lockdown was put in
milestones have been achieved, and many
place, a rise in GBV and mental health has
notable gender equity successes have been
been noticed especially on women. When
recorded, women are still facing specifically
the President of South Africa, Mr Cyril
gender based obstacles in their everyday lives.
Ramaphosa and the Minister of Health, Dr
Gender-based violence (GBV) against women
Zweli Mkhize asked people to self-isolate
in South Africa has been found to be relatively
for 21 days, women were reported to be
higher compared to other countries. The
more concerned about isolation primarily
University of Cape Town conducted a study
because of their high maternalistic
and found that at least three women are killed
connection to their family members. Most
every day at the hands of their partners,
women are said to have felt that they were
and approximately 220 000 women apply for
thrown into the deep end. Neglecting
protection orders per annum.
their cultural and traditional gender
Because of abuse or fear thereof, a
assigned roles and responsibilities during
percentage of women are prone to grow to
quarantine led to numerous women feeling
mental health conditions. Mental health is one
overwhelmed, depressed, and anxious.
subject that is less talked about in South Africa.
A survey conducted by the University
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of Johannesburg’s Centre for
Social Change and Division
of Human Science Research
Council (HSRC) suggested
that 33% of South African
adults are depressed, 47%
feel fearful, and that 29% of
adults felt lonely. In the first
three weeks of lockdown,
the national abuse hotline
received more than 120 000
calls from women reporting
being abused. Women are
psychologically affected
in different ways; they are
depressed and more anxious
from having to manage
working remotely, extra child care,
and endless household chores.
Mental health issues were there
prior to the Covid-19 outbreak,
but the pandemic has worsened
these issues due to a lack of mental
health care and support. Women
felt helpless because of the stigma
around mental health issues.
Mental illness, and the stigma
surrounding it, is a critical
issue in South Africa. The
South African Depression and
Anxiety Group (SADAG) is at the
forefront of patient advocacy,
education and destigmatisation
of mental illness in the country.
Its expertise lies in assisting
patients throughout South
Africa with mental health
queries. SADAG Helplines
providing free telephonic
counseling, information,
referrals and resources 7 days
a week, 24 hours a day – call:
0800 212 223, 0800 708 090 or
0800 456 789 or the Suicide
Helpline 0800 567 567
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A glimpse at the diary of a South African
Defence Attaché in Italy

By Col Nomfundo Njikelana, South African Defence
Attaché in Italy
Photos courtesy of Col Nomfundo Njikelana

I

t was on the evening of 4 March 2020 when it was
announced that schools and universities would
shut down for a period of two weeks commencing
on 5 March 2020. On the same evening, I received
an email from my 3 children’s school informing
all parents not to send children to school the next
morning of 5 March 2020 due to the Government
pronouncement to curb the spread of Coronavirus.
I was so unprepared for this because of my single
parenting role and working mother at the same time.
The school email went on to say that children would
be put on online learning from home commencing on
Monday, 9 march 2020, this came as a bigger blow as I
thought of how I would manage work and assisting my
8 year old son with online learning.
The weekend prior to commencement of
the online learning, I had to set up a conducive
environment for my children’s schooling, which was
not easy due to the age and class gaps between them.
My three children are 12, 8 and 3 years respectively.
Come Monday, I was ready and had put systems in
place and went to work, I got to work to be told by my
eldest daughter that the system was not serving any
purpose for her because she had to abandon her class
to assist the little brother.
As an immediate solution, I then put my nanny
on a crash course on how to support my 8 year old
son. She sort of had a grasp and hang of things. It was
not until Wednesday morning, 11 March 2020 when
I got an email from school asking why my son was
not logging onto school lessons, I then realised this
was not working for the little boy. I had to think of
another strategy to manage the situation.
Meanwhile, 9 March 2020, the Italian government
issued a decree of the total closure of Italy in order
to contain the spread of Coronavirus and numbers
were at that time spiralling in the North of Italy.
The management of the Embassy sat and reviewed
the situation and then decided to close the Embassy
because some of the local staff were using public
transportation to and from work so this would pose
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a risk of contracting the virus to
them and the rest of the staff. The
Embassy was then shut down from
13 March 2020.
Italy was now on official total
lockdown where only pharmacies
and supermarkets were open.
Most hospitals in Rome were
Covid hospitals meaning they only
attended to Coronavirus related
cases. Only telephonic doctor
consultations could be conducted
as no one was allowed to go to the
hospital or doctor unless critically
ill. It was a difficult time being so
many miles away from home and
seeing people dying in such huge
numbers on a daily basis. During
this time Italy was experiencing not
less than 300 deaths in a single day

Military transporting bodies
to a crematorium.

Trevi fountain during
lockdown.

and I constantly monitored
the statistics.
I was sick for almost
a week not knowing what
was wrong with me until
a few parents on the
school WhatsApp group
mentioned that they were
sick but didn’t know what
was wrong with them too.
One of the parents who is a
Clinical Psychologist gave
some coping strategies
during the lockdown and
one of them was that we
should reduce the time
Trevi fountain during normal time.
spent listening to the news
and watching statistics.
It was about three weeks of
I decided to reduce my time on
lockdown that I decided to make
social media and it really worked.
some of the remedies taught by
The thought of watching all the
my grandmother to strengthen
rising numbers of infections and
the immune system of myself and
deaths just became a toxic thought
family. I mixed flowers of sulphur
for the system. It dawned on me
with malt and cod-liver oil for
that the sanity and wellbeing of my
the children and for adults it was
family was in my hands and I was
different types of concoctions just
the one to keep it together for my
to keep us away from the doctor
family. I then thought of the saying
and hospital during this nerve
that “mosadi otshwara thipa ka
wracking period.
bohaleng” meaning a woman holds
I had to make sure that I
the knife at its sharpest end.
maintained my family’s physical
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live bands on the balconies for
and mental health during this difficult time. The
their neighbourhood to holding tea
streets and historical sites of Rome were now
sessions across balconies.
like ghost towns. Things were getting tougher
People and families were
and tougher, people back home in South Africa
praying hard for Italy to overcome
phoned me asking that I come back home where the
this Pandemic, we even saw
situation was not bad as Italy. I have had to assure
Pope Francis leaving the Vatican
them that we are trying as much as possible to be
unannounced and visited two
safe and we were safe, but getting to convince them
churches, praying at the Basilica
to understand about my safety and sanity was not a
of Santa Maria Maggiore and St
walk in the park, especially when people were dying
Marcello church where he prayed
by their thousands and they saw that reported in
in front of a crucifix that was used
the media every day.
in a procession when the plague hit
In the first three to four weeks since lockdown
Rome in 1522. He went to pray for
started, coping during this time was really difficult,
the end of the Coronavirus.
but thanks to my children’s school that introduced
Italians were hopeful that this
mental wellness sessions for parents and children.
would end and started initiating
The school held separate group sessions for parents
the spread of positive messages
and children. The school availed this service to all
amongst each other and between
the family members on one-on-one basis so that
families. Households were
if individually a parent or learner was not coping,
requested to put up messages
they could easily access the school Psychologist.
This was an excellent service
provided by the school to ease
the stress that both parents and
children were facing.
Then came Easter time and
things were just different in
the Holy city, the usual hype
around Easter time was not there.
Everyone was hopeless. Easter
in Rome is particularly a busy
time for feasts and celebrations
Pope Francis leaving the Vatican unannounced
in many households. The 2020
and visited two churches, praying at the
Easter celebration was a different
Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore and St
Marcello church.
one where the Easter mass that
was usually witnessed by millions
of people from across the world
bt physically gathering; was this
year held virtually and attended
by the Vatican staff and the Pope
only. Other masses were given by
cardinals on the streets of certain
towns using microphones.
The situation during this
lockdown was such that we were
not even comfortable walking
Although this COVID period is a dull and
outside, confining ourselves
gloomy one, there were positive spinoffs that
inside the house at all times for
came from the not so pleasant situation we
almost 2 months. I had to devise
found ourselves in.
other coping mechanisms for
myself and my family by introducing some daily
of hope and encouragement on
activities where we played board games, exercise
balconies and gates so that the
together in the morning and late afternoon just
only thing seen by the people was
to maintain mental and physical activity. The
just positive and messages with the
whole of Italy this time was coming with different
hope to uplift each other’s spirits.
coping mechanisms as the country had become a
We started putting up messages of
depressing ghost town. This saw people playing
“andra tutto bene” (everything will
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be fine) on the balconies and gates.
In May, the lockdown was eased
with still certain restrictions but
this gave a sense of renewal to
life again. Certain sectors of the
economy were opened and people
could move in the streets without
certificates of movement required.
Things did not change much in my
household as the schools remained
closed and I went back to work. I
had to prepare my family for a
new way of life which would be
to remain indoors and not visit
friends or sites around in order
to remain safe. My children and
I had to introduce a new level of
safety adherence that when I get
back from work, I don’t see them
but go straight into the shower
and only give my attention after
cleansing because I was out the
whole day. This however still
did not guarantee that I would
not contract the virus outside of
the home and bring it into the
home but it was just a matter of
maintaining good hygiene and
taking safety precautions at all
times. We had to learn to live our
new normal life by being antisocial,
not mixing with anyone out of our
family and sanitising the home at
all times. It is not easy for adults
and worse for children but that’s
the new normal.
Although this pandemic period
is a dull and gloomy one, there
were positive spinoffs that came
from the not so pleasant situation
we found ourselves in, I learnt to
be more creative, a much stronger
bond developed within my family
due to the time we spent so close
together confined in our place of
residence day in and day out and
also one learnt to appreciate life
more.
My faith, resilience,
patience, focus, parenting skills,
motherhood, leadership, mental
strength, and my compassion were
all tested during this period and
what came out of it was seeing
a stronger resilient self and also
gaining teaching skills from the
online learning.
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South African women peacekeepers
deployed in the Democratic Republic
of Congo

Article and photos by Capt Deon Fiellies,
Public Information Officer RSA Battalion

T

his article looks at the factors and
ability of women peacekeepers
to make a unique contribution
to peacekeeping operations
based on their gender. While we
incorporate the Gender parity strategy into
our everyday work, it is important to highlight
the important roles women play in the United
Nations (UN) Peacekeeping as well as Peace
Support Operations (PSO) and acknowledge
SA National Defence Force (SANDF) women in
action.
The interviews conducted with selected
SANDF women deployed in the North Kivu

Rfn Mapule Dlamini one of
the women gunners from
the RSA Battalion Bravo Coy
in front of the machine guns
she calls “My Baby”.

RSA Battalion Information Officer, Maj Tersia Du Toit preparing for an
operation with one of the Major’s from FARDC before the December 2019
offensive in the Madina Triangle.
Province in the Eastern part of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC), speaks about the ability
to enhance operational effectiveness and reaching
out to the population as women - compared to the
actual experience of SANDF peacekeepers in the DRC.
As most national armed forces tend to draw their
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peacekeeping troops, females come
under tremendous performance
pressure when deployed and are
obliged to assimilate masculine
values in order to be recognised.
The United Nations Organization

S A SOLDIER

Stabilization Mission in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo
or MONUSCO, an acronym based
on its French name Mission de
l’Organisation des Nations Unies
pour la stabilisation en République
démocratique du Congo.
Contrary to the peaceful
environment enjoyed by Western,
Southern and Central MONUSCO
Sectors, the Northern Sector
is engulfed by brutal killings
of civilians, lootings and other
forms of Human Rights Violations.
However the stresses of deployment
affects both genders, but some are
either mildly or markedly different
for women. These include certain
female health and gynaecological
issues, separation from small
children, isolation, the possibility
of sexual assault, and risks of
combat or being taken hostage are
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Cpl Ivy Mpaxa Section Leader, Lt Masego Bogatsu Bravo Coy
platoon commander, and Sgt Stephanie Manuel, Gunner
Sergeant deployed in the DRC.

Rfn Milicent Madavha one of the women
gunners from RSA Battalion Alpha Coy
preparing the machine gun for patrols.

“This is a male dominated
environment, but I have never
being side-lined because of my
gender and I get more support
that I have expected”, Cpl
Mpaxa confirmed.
Rfn Mapule Dlamini
and Rfn Milicent Madavha
both female gunners from
the Infantry environment
explained their responsibilities
in the sections, they said that
being machine gun operators
by default makes them the first
ones to respond to any threat
and that they have to stay
alert at all times. Deployment
offered Rfn Dlamini and Rfn
Madavha the opportunity to
Lt Masego Bogatsu a woman Platoon
meet different people. During
Commander from RSA Battalion Bravo Coy on
their patrols and visits to the
patrols in the Jungle in Simulike.
hospitals, they find themselves
surrounded by children with whom
concerns for both genders.
they sometimes sing and dance
In the interview, deployed SANDF females were
just to share their joy as they see
asked how they perceived or see their participation
UN soldiers around and knowing
in Peace Support Operations. Cpl Ivy Mpaxa, the
that they were safe and protected.
woman only section leader in the platoon from the
Working with their male colleagues
Infantry, said that she was honoured to be part of
has taught them that they have to
the deployment as females in command posts as
treat each other as brothers and
well as section leaders and the responsibility that is
entrusted unto her and that her section always makes sisters.
From the interview it became
sure that she is safe in all areas during operations.
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evident that women have a
tremendous positive, indispensable
and unique role in the combat
situation. In combat, bravery
has always been attributed to
males, this stereotype is steadily
changing as women are becoming
machine gun operators. Operating
a machine gun requires absolute
bravery, Rfn Dlamini and Rfn
Madavha bear testimony to this
bravery. In their roles they are the
eyes of the section and need to be
vigilant at all times during patrols.
Most of the attacks or ambushes
happen during their daily patrols,
escorts or area dominations. In
combat the enemy does not care
about the gender; the enemy sees a
soldier not a “female soldier”. When
going out on patrols these females
are equally exposed to enemy fire
as their male counterparts. To
overcome their fear they must have
absolute confidence and assurance
that the section will always have
each other’s back irrespective of
what may come.
Irrespective of their gender,
these women engage the nonstatutory armed groupings at
different times during their
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patrols. Sgt Stephanie Manuel,
a Gunner from the Artillery
mentioned that she felt honoured
by her commanders for according
her their confidence and
acknowledging that she was good
enough to be given the opportunity
to lead and be placed as a Gunner
Sergeant. A post which was
previously occupied by males. Sgt
Manuel indicated that the highlight
for her was being deployed without
any consideration of her gender so
that she can showcase her abilities
as a well-trained soldier.
It is clear that these women
are enthusiastic about taking
over previously male dominated
tasks and making history as they
move forward to paving the way
for other females yet to come.
One of the only female platoon
commanders; Lt Masego Bogatsu

Cpl Ivy Mpaxa during joint patrols with FARDC
soldiers in Mayi Moya village in the North Kivu
province.
under the FIB.
When asked about
her experience in
Simulike, she said:
“Simulike is a mission
inside the mission area,
which is in the middle of
the jungle and for me it
is just my normal task as
a Platoon Commander.
Simulike needs one to
be always vigilant and
ready for anything that
can happen. One never
knows when to expect
visitors (Illegal Armed
Groupings)” advising
other females that will
Rfn Milicent Madavha one of the women gunners
be deploying to Simulike
from RSA Battalion Alpha Coy in front the machine
she said: “Stay calm and
gun ready to go on patrols.
utilize everything that
you have learned in your training
under command of the FIB led her Platoon as part of
and apply what’s necessary. Take
a composite company from the RSA Battalion. Part
Simulike as your normal task and be
of her responsibilities included the guarding of the
a soldier before being a female and
Simulike Bridge, Patrol the Area of Responsibility as
stay vigilant and be ready to fight”.
well as provide base security in order to counter the
When asked how the public
Illegal Armed Groupings (IAG) from using the road
receives
them while conducting
and the bridge as a logistical supply line for their
patrols
and
interacting with the
sustainment which is part of the MONUSCO mandate
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locals in their area of responsibility
their response was that they were
in most cases, received both with
shock and happiness and later calm
after interacting with the locals. It
was quite a shock for males in the
area seeing women in charge and
handling weapons the same way as
their male counterparts.
The local males do not display
any behaviour of disrespect
towards females while on patrols
and rather open in giving
information when asked. The
local females are free to give
information when interacting with
the female soldiers. On a positive
note, the females are grateful
for the support that the female
leaders are receiving from their
male counterparts as well as the
commanders. The respect they
receive from their subordinates
and commanders is overwhelming.
The female soldiers suggested
that during the pre-deployment
phase the females be integrated
into the section as well as
command posts and not only on
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Rfn Eunice Chabaetsile from RSA Battalion Alpha Coy
during stripping and assembling of the R4 Rifle during
Operational Effectiveness Inspection.
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Sgt Rose Baloyi giving medical assistance to civilians
that were rescued from the Illegal Armed Groupings by
RSA Battalion.

Women peacekeepers from RSA Battalion during patrols A woman peacekeeper from RSA Battalion in the
in the Mayi Moya village in the North Kivu province.
towers during base protection.
section level but on platoon and company level
as well. They appreciate the fact that the general
command structure in the SANDF is encouraging
them to go and do patrols because females are
able to reach out to both male and females during
patrols. More females in operations promotes a
less confrontational atmosphere.
The females taking part in the offensive
operation which was the start of a prolonged
battle that eventually led to the capture
of Madina, the Headquarters of the Allied
Democratic Forces (ADF) rebel group in the North
Kivu Province in the Eastern part of the DRC

which is one of the most highlighted
events in the history of the FIB.
Looking back on these 14
months of the deployment in the
DRC, the females have experienced
incredible successes and learnt
a lot. From working with the
the official Armed Forces of the DRC
-Forces armées de la république
démocratique du Congo (FARDC) in
planning operations and overnight
in FARDC camps to launch first
light attacks to engage the targets,
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the women of the SANDF can
rest assured knowing that they
contributed to finding and
destroying the armed groupings
making the DRC a better and safer
place for the Congolese civilian
population.
These women appreciated
their male counterparts for being
supportive to them as females
and being aware of that and being
sensitive in dealing with “women
issues”.
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South African Force Intervention Brigade
handed over rehabilitated road to the
community of Mamove village

Article and photos by Capt Deon Fiellies, Public
Information Officer, RSA Battalion, Force
Intervention Brigade

T

he Head of Office of MONUSCO-Beni,
Ms Cecilia Piazza, Force Intervention
Brigade (FIB) Commander, Brig
Gen Monwabisi Dyakopu and RSA
Battalion 2 SA Infantry (2SAI) Battalion
Officer Commanding (OC), Lt Col Fanisile Kandile
accompanied by the Civil Military Cooperation
(CIMIC) team officially handed over the 7 km

The Head of Office MONUSCO-Beni, Ms Cecilia Piazza, FIB
Commander, Brig Gen Monwabisi Dyakopu and the RSA
Battalion 2 SA Infantry Battalion Officer Commanding, Lt Col
Fanisile Kandile with the Chief of Mamove village cutting the
tape symbolising the official handing and opening of the
newly rehabilitated road.

The Head of Office MONUSCO-Beni, Ms
Cecilia Piazza, Force Intervention Brigade
Commander, Brig Gen Monwabisi Dyakopu
and RSA Battalion 2 SA Infantry Battalion
Officer Commanding, Lt Col Fanisile Kandile
arrive at the Chief’s residence in Mamove.
rehabilitated road to the community of Mamove
village in the North Kivu Province in the Eastern
part of the Democratic Republic of Congo.
The handing over of the rehabilitated road got
underway upon arrival of the RSA Battalion in
Mamove village where they had to establish
a Standard Combat Deployment (SCD). The
Engineer Coy from Indonesia was also involved
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The Village Chief of Mamove performing rituals before the
road can be opened.
in the rehabilitation of the oneway road that was utilised by the
local population travelling to and
from Mamove village and the RSA
Battalion in doing patrols. From
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where the RSA Batt SCD was
established, the road was not
very negotiable for travelling.
Hence, the Engineers from
Indonesia Company started
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FIB Commander, Brig Gen Monwabisi Dyakopu introduces
himself to the Village Chief.

The rehabilitated road after it was
handed over to the community of
Mamove village.
with the rehabilitation of road to be utilized as an
agricultural road for the community.
When the RSA Battalion arrived in Mamove the
Chief of the village was approached to be informed
of the intention of RSA Battalion and what the
road rehabilitation project would entail and how
the community will benefit from the project. The
concept was welcomed by the Chief of Mamove
village as well as the community. Before the
rehabilitation, the road was a one way and travelling
on the road was quite difficult. The Indonesian
Engineer Company falling under FIB rehabilitated
approximately 7 kilometres road.

One of RSA Battalion vehicles on the
road before it was rehabilitated.

The Chief of Mamove village accompanied by Armed Forces
of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and local police in
the background with Ms Cecilia Piazza, Brig Gen Monwabisi
Dyakopu and Lt Col Fanisile Kandile.
The road was widened and
turned into a two way road
which made the Chief and
community of Mamove village
very happy because the traffic
will flow easily without any
hassles or accidents. Ms Piazza
and Brig Gen Dyakopu also
utilised this opportunity to
introduce themselves to the
chief of the village since both
took over office from their
previous Head of Office and FIB
Commander respectively.
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Though the RSA Battalion
members are focusing
on the journey to
return home, members
remaining in the DRC
were urged to continue
doing well by reaching
out to needy people.
Winning Hearts and
Minds of the Congolese
people through outreach
programs is critical to
the success of the SANDF
Peacekeepers.
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How I fought back against sexual abuse and
mental health struggles

Article and photo by Sgt Nkosinathi Nkosi

F

or a long time Pte Ronelle Klein, a Human
Resource Clerk in the SA Army had a
traumatic childhood experience that
weighed down heavily on her. She, like
many other South African women, was

sexually abused at a young age by someone close
to her family. This unresolved trauma left her with
feelings of dejection and hopelessness that affected
the way she approached many of life’s challenges.
After deep introspection, she came to a realisation
that she could not allow actions of vile men ruin
her potential to become the best version of herself.
Pte Klein then devised a fight back plan against
her demons and bravely claimed back her life. Part
of her fight back plan was to use social media to

Pte Ronelle Klein in the office at the SA Army Infantry
Formation.

chronicle her life’s challenges. In the morning of
16 August 2020, she posted a 4-minute video clip of
herself narrating her painful past and breakthrough

assessment and therapy to overcome

According to the World Health

against psychological health challenges that were

her distress and free herself from

Organisation, mental wellness

brought by her traumatic experience of sexual abuse

past trauma.

is a state of well-being in which
the individual realises his or her

on Facebook. The video was literally her way of

26

liberation and social reclamation from the claws of

“I never really knew how much I

own abilities, can cope with the

gender based abuse that was like an albatross on her

needed help, but help was right in

normal stresses of life, can work

neck since her innocent childhood days.

front of me. Seeing a therapist was

productively and fruitfully, and is

one of the life changing experience

able to make a contribution to his

In the video Pte Klein takes viewers through

I had, she helped me face things,

or her community.

her positive transformation. She speaks of how

she helped me confront things

emotionally, mentally and spiritually wrecked she

and renounce things but most of

An article written for Women and

was five months ago and how feelings of anxiety and

all she helped me see my life in a

Gender Advocacy Centre states

bleak psychological health overwhelmed her because

completely different way” said Pte

that survivors of childhood sexual

of the traumatic childhood experiences she endured.

Klein revealing her shaved bald new

abuse may believe that since the

Pte Klein also shares how she rose through self-

hairstyle symbolising a fresh start.

abuse happened so long ago it
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would be better not to rehash the past. They may

“But it was not until this year that

Do you think mental health

avoid feelings and memories in order to function in

the issue of rape came up; at some

affects women differently to men?

their day-to-day lives. However, the abuse may still

point while sleeping I had a vision

be affecting them. Triggers (internal or external

about the whole experience. I

“Of cause it does. Women have

reminders of the trauma) may bring up unresolved

then started feeling overwhelmed

multiple, demanding roles; they

emotional issues.

by emotions having lots of

are mothers, daughters, wives,

questions with no answers. I felt

partners, caregivers, home-

To highlight Women’s Month, we sat down with

like I was having a mental break-

makers and bread-winners often

Pte Klein in an effort to put the spotlight on the

down that is when I realised

all at the same time. So they

matter of sexual abuse and mental health wellness

I cannot do this on my own. I

are more exposed to enormous

for women within the SA National Defence Force

needed help. So I sick reported

stress and anxiety that can take

(SANDF).

and an appointment was made for

a huge toll on their health and

me to see a psychologist.”

wellbeing”.

How was therapy?

What would you say to women

Firstly what inspired you to take your story to social
media?

who think that seeking
“It was a testimony that I felt needed to go out

“Like I said, I never knew how

professional help might have a

there with the hope that other women would find

much I needed help until I

negative impact on the career as

strength in my story and the courage to prioritise

obtained one, the psychologist did

fit soldiers?

their mental health wellness and also seek help if

not only listen to my story but she

they need to”.

also helped me to deal with my

“I would encourage them to

anger and feelings of rejection”.

make their own mental health a

How did people receive it?
“The response was overwhelming; I had people that

priority and not to compromise
Why was it so important for you to

on their wellbeing for the sake of

seek help?

a career”.

“It was important to me seek help

What is next for Pte Ronnel Klein?

I have not seen for a long time in-boxing and telling
how much of an inspiration I am”.

because I did not want to drag my
Can you tell us what happened?

past experiences with me to the

“I would really like the

future”.

opportunity to speak and create

“My mother was very young when she had me,

dialogue on issues affecting

so my grandmother had to play an active role in

Do you think there is enough that

women. I want to continue

raising me. So growing up I was sexually abused not

is being done to highlight issues

telling my story and inspiring

once but twice by people close to my family, and

of mental health wellness in the

women out there to live their

when I reported it the first time, my family didn’t

SANDF?

truth”.

second time I was scared and felt like it is my entire

“No I do not think so; I believe

It is stories such as Pte Klein’s

fault so I kept quiet.”

there should be more dialogue

that not only encourage women

want to believe me, so when it happened for the

on the matter. The SANDF has

to fight back against the scourge

“I had to carry that guilt and shame the entire time

made significant progress when

of violence against girls and

but somehow I managed to forget about it, and then

it comes to issues of HIV and Aids

women but also for men to

in 2019 I lost my mother and I felt like there were

I think similar efforts should

reflect on their actions and

still a lot of unresolved issues between us, I was

be applied to matters of mental

ponder on what kind of legacy

overcome with feelings of grief as well as anger.”

health wellness”.

they are leaving behind.
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“Rock of Ages” the book that unlocks your
inner strength

By AB Samuel Ramonyai
Photo by Sgt Nkosinathi Nkosi

T

he world is ruled by dead men.
Most of the ideas that govern our
societies, culture, laws, religions
and philosophies today were first
written down by those whose
lives passed from this earth long ago.
According to one of the avid writers, the late
Dr Myles Monroe, writing gives writers the
power and ability to leave their thoughts
beyond their grave. He added that written
ideas outlives men. Books outlive those
who wrote them, their voice through their
books continues expressing their ideas and
influences life beyond the grave.
The ideal to continue talking and influencing
people’s perception and decisions long
after dying drove the young and grounded
community builder and soldier, Capt
Avhafarei Swuhana of the SA National
Defence Force (SANDF) to pen and release her
first book entitled: “Rock of Ages”. Writing
and publishing a book was a dream come true
for her.

“Nothing is as powerful as a book, no matter
Capt Avhafarei Swuhana, author of “Rock of Ages”.
how much technology changes and evolves,
whether it is in print, digital or audio format, the
reader empowered and inspired.
Venda. She holds a diploma in
book remains king”, she said. While Rock of Ages is
Each chapter encourages and reveals information Technology and a
her first book, she is determined that this would not
the inner strength of the individual.
Project Management certificate.
be her last. Capt Swuhana is fully convinced that her
She has a desire of studying further
book contains everlasting and concrete solutions
The first few pages of the first
to expand her capacity to impact
to people’s everyday life challenges. She believes
chapter are captivating that one
people positively.
that Rock of Ages is a devotional motivational book
would is subtly compelled to finish
written to outweigh challenges and problems.
the book in a single day due to the
“I could have written a book about
nature of its devotions in the style of principles of wealth or any subject
In this book Capt Swuhana takes the reader through
her writing.
that I feel competent in but instead
biblical scriptures that unleash the hidden strength
I decided to write a spiritual book
and potential of any person to overcome any
Capt Swuhana was born in
because of my background and
challenge by trusting God. It is a book that leaves the
Thohoyandou, Miluwani in
upbringing. I grew up in church
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While it is generally believed that soldiers are strong
people with super powers to some extent this book
seeks to debunk this belief as a myth. Rock of Ages
seeks to display soldiers as normal human beings who
also experience every day life’s challenges. “I know the
myth behind soldiers perceived as super humans, but
believe me soldiers are human with feelings. This book
seeks to communicate with such people when they are
in the darkest days of their lives and they can’t sit down
with me. The thoughts I have put down in this book

Capt Avhafarei Swuhana, very proud of her
achievement as author of “Rock of Ages”.
and have grown up to the level of knowing that
wealth without God can be dangerous. I chose
to write a spiritual book because it was the only
writing that made sense to me. As a sincerely
compassionate person, I felt the urge to write
a book that would help people who are going
through rough patches in life”, said the Captain.
The title “Rock of Ages” according to the
author was mainly derived from the contents
and context of the book. “This book is about
the strong attitude of a person, the brave
character that many are not even aware they
possess, basically being strong as a rock, believe
and depend on God and not rely on your own
knowledge” Capt Swuhana said. This book opens
spiritual eyes as it focuses on biblical ways of
dealing with difficulties. It teaches and empowers
the reader to understand that undesirable
situations do not prevail to destroy an individual
but to build character. The book asserts that there
is a victor in each one of us.

Capt Swuhana disclosed that though
she could not mention names, so
far, her book has helped marriages
and depressed people as it outlines
strategies on how to deal with
different problems on different
levels. “I was happy when I was
approached by some readers who
confessed how great this book has
assisted them in finding solutions
to their problems. I have come to
realise that written ideas receive
more credibility. It is human nature
to accept the written word than the
spoken word.”
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are incredible enough to change
everybody’s life. It is fine even if
soldiers don’t come to me for help,
but what I want is for them to
read the book and their lives will
change.”
Rock of Ages will not only leave
you inspired but will also make
you realise the inner strength you
have to overcome any challenge.
It shows you things that you
could not see before and gives you
enough strength to rise above your
problems.
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Women geared up and worked together to
mitigate the spread of Covid-19

Article and photos by Cpl Matshidiso
Mokwele, 9 SA Infantry Battalion

S

ealing women’s month on 31st August
2020, Alpha Company of 9 SA Infantry
Battalion(9 SAI Bn) in support of the
Lephalale SA Police Service (SAPS),
Lephalale Traffic Police and Lephalale
Home Affairs women officials during Operation
BASADI.
Op BASADI conducted roadblocks, visibility
patrols and vehicle check points. During this

Women geared up and worked together to mitigate the
spread of Coronavirus.

Women from 9 SA Infantry Battalion conducting
roadblocks, visibility patrols and vehicle check
points.

Women patrolling the area in Lephalale ensuring
community members adhere to lockdown rules.
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9 SA Infantry Battalion on parade with other
stakeholders before conducting Operation BASADI.
operation, six members
were fined for failure to
adhere to road traffic
rules for a total amount
of R4200 and 11 illegal
immigrants were arrested
and taken to Lephalale
Police Station. Reflecting on
the achievements of women
and the important role
that women of all races and
denominations played in
our country, these women in
uniform took charge during
the women’s month.
Women geared up and

S A SOLDIER

worked together to mitigate the
spread of Coronavirus, educating
communities about Covid-19 and
practicing the spirit of Ubuntu
with essential human virtues;
compassion and humanity. The
intention of roadblocks and
vehicle check points of this nature
was not only to remove vehicles
that were not roadworthy from
our roads but to offer safety tips,
scan and sanitise road users and
to ensure that everyone using our
roads adhered to lockdown rules
and regulations and practiced
safe driving.
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9 SA Infantry Battalion acts of benevolence
restore dignity in Lephalale

By Lt Argent Divhambele
Photos by Cpl Matshidiso Mokwele

I

n a move that would make any reputable charity
organisations proud, the Interim Provincial
Command Limpopo through 9 SA Infantry Battalion
(9 SAI Bn), with the Lephalale Local Municipality
made commendable and visible strides towards
the alleviation of poverty and restoration of dignity in
Lephalale.
“I do not want you to be energetic and combative
only. I want you to be kind-hearted, not only towards

The Interim Provincial
Command Limpopo, Brig
Gen Edward Mulaudzi
handing over gifts.

Principal Phegelelo Secondary School, Ms Avhatakali Masipala, the acting
Mayor, Mr William Motlokwa and the Interim Provincial Command Limpopo,
Brig Gen Edward Mulaudzi during the handing over of donated items.
cats and dogs, but to humankind as well,” said
the General Officer Commanding the Interim
Provincial Command (GOC IPC) Limpopo, Brig Gen
Edward Mulaudzi to members of 9 SAI Bn during
one of his morale-boosting visits to Lephalale.
Little did the GOC know what his words of
encouragement and guidance will stir the souls of
the members of 9 SAI Bn.
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Acting on the speech of the GOC
IPC “Home of the Brave” as 9 SAI Bn
is known, organised a ceremony to
hand over sanitary towels, toiletries
and school shoes to pupils of
Tielelo Secondary School, Phegelelo
Secondary School and groceries to the
Mpepule Community Service Centre in

S A SOLDIER

Marapong Township near Lephalale
in Limpopo.
Led by the Officer Commanding
(OC), Lt Col Dibuwe Tigele 9 SAI
Bn held the ceremony in twophases. First, as part of Community
Impact Project, this Project was
solely based on giving to the
needy communities of Lephalale
and Marapong. Secondly, when
some members of 9 SAI Bn who
contracted Covid-19 in Western
Cape arrived back to their unit, the
people and Lephalale Municipality
did not shun them but welcomed
them with open arms. The donation
of the much needed items was
a gesture of appreciation by the
“Home of the Brave” members.

“A man who treats his
woman like a princess, is
proof that he was raised in
the arms of a queen.”
Upon arrival at Tielelo
Secondary School, SANDF members
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her community. The same message by
two SANDF leaders was delivered at
Phegelelo Secondary School where the
team was welcomed by the Principal
Phegelelo Secondary School, Ms
Avhatakali Masipala. In her welcoming
speech she said in Tshivhenda “mueni a
songohwalaho, zwamaramani u nazwo.”
Meaning, “An empty handed visitor
always has an important message.”

“Thank you for thinking of us,
especially during this women’s
month”
A very emotional Ms Ithuteng
Sehlare, a learner at Phegelelo School,

Ms Shadi Molonyana thanking soldiers on
behalf of the pupils and her community.
were welcomed by the Principal Tielelo Secondary
School, Mr Moagabo Racheku accompanied by the
School Governing Body member, Mr Boang Mfisa who
in turn introduced the visiting entourage to the rest
of the school staff and the learners.
In his speech, Brig Gen Mulaudzi encouraged
the boys to speak against acts of abuse and violence.
He told them to support the “NOT IN MY NAME”
campaign to respect women, protect them against
violence and to continue curbing the spread of
Corona virus by ensuring that the elderly observed
health and hygiene protocols. Boys, remember this,
“A man who treats his woman like a princess, is proof
that he was raised in the arms of a queen.” quipped
the GOC.
He Furthermore encouraged all students to stay
away from drugs, alcohol and to never lose focus in
life. The GOC’s message was informed by the SANDF
reports in the area that drug abuse was rife in the
Lephalale area. Brig Gen Mulaudzi highlighted that
the SANDF has a variety of career opportunities
which might be of interest to the learners.
“We appreciate the contribution you (soldiers)
made in our communities,” said the Lephalale Local
Municipality Acting Mayor Mr William Motlokwa
during the ceremony. Mr Motlokwa headed the
entourage from the local government comprising the
Department of Social Development, Traffic Officers
and the local South African Police Service.
“The camouflage uniform you are wearing helped
us a lot in enforcing the lockdown rules in this
Municipality. We had our own issues with our very
own law enforcement agencies before your arrival
here. Then, we were informed that the soldiers are
coming to work in our municipality. To our dismay
it was reported that these soldier were coming from

The Acting Mayor, Mr William Motlokwa handing over gifts.
the Western Cape. At that time,
Western Cape was the province with
the highest cases of Coronavirus
infection. To make matters worse,
the media reported that the
Limpopo MEC for Health, Dr Phophi
Ramathuba, had said that there
were about thirty-eight soldiers
who tested positive for COVID-19
in Lephalale. Today, the very same
soldiers who our communities
viewed as Covid-19 transporters are
are bringing hope, relief and joy
to our very same communities. To
the learners, please be disciplined”,
concluded the Mayor.
On behalf of the pupils, Ms
Shadi Molonyana thanked the
soldiers for their act of Ubuntu in
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summarised it all when she
said, “Thank you for thinking
of us, especially during this
women’s month. We are from
poor families, some of us
used to bunk school because
of not having sanitary
towels.”
The program ended at
the Mpepule Community
Service Centre for the elderly
where we were welcomed by
its custodian Ms Catherine
Ngoepe. The Acting Mayor Mr
Motlokwa thanked members
of the SANDF for the warm
gesture and displaying the
spirit of Ubuntu within the
local communities.
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Spreading COVID-19 awareness to various
communities in the Western Cape

Article and photos by CPO Arno de
Korte and AB Thabang Ramphago,
Public Information Centre, J TAC HQ
Western Cape

I

t was quite a busy week for members
of the Mass Screening and testing
team from the Area Military Health
Unit Western Cape (AMHU WC)
as they conducted the Covid-19
awareness and education programme and
the testing of community members of the

Capt Kgomotso Matjeke of Health Centre West Coast, Langebaanweg
sharing important Covid-19 information.

Capt Kgomotso Matjeke engaging with some
youngsters from the community.

Capt Vernon Ruiter of Health Centre West Coast,
Langebaanweg handing over masks and pamphlets.
of Western Cape. AMHU WC comprises
Health Centre West Coast, Cape
Winelands and Klein Karoo.
The team started with their
programme at St Helena Bay in the West
Coast on 17 August 2020 in an effort
to create awareness and education in

LEFT: SANDF members met
at the Hopefield Voluntary
Community Health members
who were doing Covid-19
screening.
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Capt Vernon Ruiter welcoming Col John Olivier, Col Anele
Mabija and Maj Johan Pieterse.

Capt Kgomotso Matjeke engaging with some
youngsters from the community.
the small coastal communities. On 18 August 2020
they proceeded to Hopefield, West Coast. The SANDF
members walked door-to-door to hand out pamphlets
and explained the information thereon. Members of
the community who had questions were able to speak
directly to health centre members.
The next day the team paid a visit to Bella Frutta
Packinghouse to conduct more awareness and
education; showing the employees how to properly
sanitise and the correct way to wear a face mask.
Members of AMHU WC administered flu vaccinations
to members of the Fire Brigade as well as the

SA Soldier

An AMHU WC member administers flu
vaccination at Ceres Provincial Hospital to a
member of the public.

Capt Vernon Ruiter of Health Centre West Coast,
Langebaanweg handing over masks and pamphlets.
Metro Police department at Ceres
provincial hospital on 19 August 2020
as part of the campaign.
They continued with Covid-19
awareness and education to the rest
of the communities within Ceres. In
Wolseley, AMHU WC completed their
two week awareness programme
at Bella Vista on 21 August 2020
when they visited the Bella Vista
Secondary School.
Col John Olivier, representing
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the Military Police Division,
Col Anele Mabija, Commander
of the Southern Military Police
Region and Maj Johan Pieterse,
Staff Officer 2 Provost Joint
Tactical visited the team while
they were busy with the door to
door campaign. Team members
appreciated the visit from the
seniors which was a huge morale
booster for the men and women on
the ground.
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Interim Provincial Command Limpopo makes
calculated efforts to curb hunger
Article and photos by Capt Moses Semono,
SO3 OP Communication J TAC HQ Limpopo

‘L

ehumo le tswa tshemong,’ that is an old
African adage in Sepedi or Northern Sotho
which means; in order for one to be rich,
one has to work the fields. It is also written
in the Bible that after Adam disobeyed
God’s orders not to eat from the forbidden tree, he
would therefore sweat before he can eat.
It was with all this in mind when Lt Velaphi

Interim Provincial
Command General Officer
Commanding, Brig Gen
Edward Mulaudzi handed
over the garden to Ms
Hlamalani Hlongwane on
behalf of the beneficiaries
the Pfunanani Special
School.

7 SA Infantry Battalion deployed in Giyani under Op NOTLELA initiated a
vegetable garden project where they planted veggies for the benefit of the
local community.
Rikhotso and his platoon of 7 SA Infantry Battalion
(7 SAI Bn), deployed in Giyani under Op NOTLELA
initiated a vegetable garden project where they
planted mutshaena (Spinach), Swiss Chard,
Cabbage, and other veggies for the benefit of the
local community. The garden was handed over to
Pfunanani Special School. Pfunanani means help
each other in Xitsonga. Giyani is situated in Limpopo
Province, in the Greater Giyani Local Municipality,
approximately 183 km North-East of Polokwane
where the headquarters of the Interim Provincial
Command (IPC) under the leadership of General
Officer Commanding (GOC)Brig Gen Edward Mulaudzi
located.
The handing over ceremony of the vegetable
garden took place on 23 July 2020. In attendance
were Cllr. Ernest Mboweni on behalf of the Mayor
of Greater Giyani Local Municipality. Cllr. Agnes
Shibambu, Ms Hlamalani Hlongwane on behalf of
the beneficiaries the Pfunanani Special School;
the Officer Commanding (OC) 7 SAI Bn, Lt Col
Lucky Mushwana, the Ward 12 (where the garden
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is situated) Cllr. Calvin Mhlongo,
members of the Community
Development Workers, Brigadier
Masia on behalf of the SA Police
Service as the landlord and Brig Gen
Mulaudzi among many others.
“In the Book of Genesis Chapter
2 verse 8, God offered Adam, the
Garden of Eden which was situated
in the East, from which he (Adam) is
allowed to eat in order to survive,”
quoted Brig Gen Mulaudzi from the
Holy Bible in his speech during the
handing over ceremony.
In consideration of the context,
this was a reflective scripture to
quote from as this occasion was
about handing over of a garden for
the survival of its recipients. “This
was a direct contribution to the
bigger picture by the SA National
Defence Force (SANDF) to Project

S A SOLDIER

KOBA-TLALA. “Koba tlala in Sepedi,
Setswana or Sesotho means “get
rid of hunger”, Brig Gen Mulaudzi
continued, “As we hand over this
garden to Pfunanani Special School
today, we hope it will bring much
needed relief to the beneficiaries
from today going forward.”
In his speech Cllr. Mboweni
decried the erosion of the spirit of
independence where people had
dignity and pride in sustainably
doing things for themselves. “If
you go to the surrounding villages
here, you will find our people, very
healthy people, both young and
old, queuing at the Spaza Shops
waiting to buy vegetables. The
spirit of Vuk’uzenzele does not
exist anymore. What went wrong?
Where did we miss it fellow South
Africans?” asked Mr Mboweni
rhetorically.
In true Madiba style, the IPC in
Limpopo Province, is fully aware
that the that the test of its progress
is not whether it adds more to the
abundance of those who have much,
but rather about providing enough
for those who have too little.
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The General Officer Commanding AFB
Makhado talks discipline and hygiene

Article and photos by Capt Thomas
Mulaudzi, Corporate Communication
Office AFB Makhado

T

he General Officer
Commanding (GOC) Air
Force Base (AFB) Makhado,
Brig Gen Andre Barends
embarked on a road-show
to monitor compliance of the lockdown
regulations and Covid-19 mitigation
measures as stipulated by government.
Brig Gen Barends was accompanied by
the Base Covid-19 Compliance Team
which consisted of the Base Aviation

The General Officer
Commanding Air Force Base
(AFB) Makhado, Brig Gen
Andre Barends addressing
members of AFB Makhado.

them to improve efficiency at the
work place.

The General Officer Commanding Air Force Base (AFB) Makhado, Brig Gen
Andre Barends addressing members of Air wing on discipline and hygiene.
Safety Coordinator (BASCO) and Ethics Officer, Lt Col
Hugh Le Roux, Base Chaplain, Cpln Matome Molefe,
Safety Health Environment Risk & Quality (SHERQ)
Warrant Officers, WO1 Leon Le Roux and WO2 Louis
Kruger, and the Base Intelligence Warrant Officer,
WO2 Leornado Kebby.
Speaking during a two day visit to units and sections
of the base, the general insistently addressed issues
pertaining to discipline and hygiene at the work

place. Brig Gen Barends urged all
members to pay serious and close
attention to improvement of health
and adherence to health standards
as advocated by the national
Department of Health especially
during the era of the Covid-19
pandemic. The GOC AFB Makhado
pleaded with all members of the base
to put their welfare first in order for
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He highlighted that it was the
responsibility of AFB Makhado
members to take care of the
facilities at work or where they
live and ensure that the place was
neat and tidy at all times. Members
were encouraged to remain loyal to
the organisation, and to strive for
excellence and professionalism.
In addition, Brig Gen Barends told
members to commit themselves
towards achieving the core
business of the Base in support of
the vision and mission of the Chief
of the South African Air Force. “It
is our duty together me and you to
strive to be a world class fighter air
base”, stated Brig Gen Barends.
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Life behind a mask – the new normal

Article and photos by Cpl Tshimolloyabotshelo
Matsha

I

f you are au fait with Sepedi idioms you would
comprehend the well-known idiom that says,
“Bophelo ke ntwa,” which translates to, “Life is
a battle”. When the first case of Coronavirus was
reported in South Africa on Thursday 5 March
2020, and President Ramaphosa on Monday, 23 March
2020 announced the lockdown in South Africa. Not
knowing what had befallen us; many South Africans
saw this period is an early holiday, unaware of the
heavy burden the pandemic would bring to human
life.
With alert level 5 of the lockdown instituted, a lot
of activities came to a grinding halt. Non-essential
providers (including businesses) lost fortunes with
the aftermath of level 5 still felt in subsequent alert
levels. People are being called back and forth to their
workplaces hoping that they will stay longer so that

Image as illustration.
their income will not be disrupted. We became a
hopeful nation, particularly when the Minister of
Health, Dr Zweli Mkhize took to the podium and give
us a glimpse of hope promising that the number of
infected people and the death toll will decrease and
we will soon go back to normality.
Speaking to Amn Lesego Ndukula, who recently
completed her basic military training in the SA Air
Force (SAAF) in June 2020, she had a mouthful to say
about the pandemic and the challenges faced when
doing her course at SAAF Gymnasium in Hoedspruit.
“The Coronavirus did not just rob us time from a
full physical contact course, but interaction was
limited too, from the Bungalows to interactions on
the weekends. Though the instructors emphasised
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that it was for our wellbeing,
the basic military training
swiftly went by, but this was
not the way it was envisaged
by a lot of us.”
Events such as Youth Day
and Women’s Day were not
celebrated this year in South
Africa due to the outbreak.
These two events are mostly
commemorated by the youth
in remembrance of the fallen
heroes and heroines of the
Amn Lesego Ndukula, who recently
country. Amn Ndukula also
completed her basic military
voiced sentiments of the
training in the SA Air Force.
masses outside the military
when asked how it was like being a
the virus. F Sgt Kobedi Boikanyo,
young person in South Africa during
an aircraft mechanic from 68
the pandemic. She said: “Whether
Air School has recently been in
I am outside the base or not, the
contact with a member at the
pandemic took away our right unit who has tested positive for
to honour the great heroes
Covid-19 and as a result, he had to
who made it possible for us to
be on self-quarantine. When asked
be here today.”
how the SAAF was helping him
When President Cyril
mentally while on quarantine and
Ramaphosa introduced alert
whether the safety precautions at
level 3 of the lockdown, strict
68 Air School are effective enough,
regulations as seen during
he said, “Having a COVID-19 officer
alert level 5 were eased and
who checks on the members
some businesses could resume everyday made it a lot better”.
operating. However, people
WO1 Mogotsi Sebaetse makes
were still legally expected to
the effort of checking on all
put on face masks.
quarantined members. “It honestly
Wearing and living with
is a whole lot easier mentally and
the face mask is now part of
emotionally. As facilitators we
our lives, making it our new
converse on a daily basis with
normal. With the new normal we
the learners and we also check
on how the students are doing.
have learnt to see a smile through
facial expressions because the mouth The Covid-19 response plan is
is covered. It now seems every corner constantly being reviewed in
order to better manage the
has a “No Mask, No Entry” sign.
spread of the virus, and mitigate
Security personnel have taken the
risks at unit level,” WO1 Sebaetse
responsibilities usually reserved for
health practitioners. One would not
said.
This pandemic caused a scare
have thought this possible, but such
is our new normal in era of Covid-19
to all citizens of South Africa and
dubbed the “the invisible enemy”.
cautious living became the norm.
68 Air School was one of the
Life behind the mask is not so
first units in the SAAF to have its
bad, if you do it the right way by
staff members coming into contact
wearing your masks always and
doing what is required.
with people who had symptoms of
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SANDF receives Personal Protective
Equipment consignment from China

Article and photos by Sgt Nkosinathi Nkosi

T

he SA National Defence Force (SANDF)
received the first of two consignments
of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
from the Government of the People’s
Republic of China in the form of face
masks, to be utilised by members of the SANDF and
the National Department of Health (NDOH) who
have been deployed to assist in the fight against the
Covid-19 pandemic in the country.
With over 20 years of strong and mutually

Chief of Joint Operations
division, Lt Gen Rudzani
Maphwanya with General
Officer Commanding SA
Army Support Formation,
Maj Gen Mzikayise Tyhalisi
receiving the consignment.

An airport official offloading the consignment from the aircraft.
beneficial diplomatic ties between the two countries,
it was not a surprising that the Chinese government
would heed the call to assist South Africa in its
time of need. On 24 August 2020, The Chief Joint
Operations, Lt Gen Rudzani Maphwanya and the
General Officer Commanding (GOC) SA Army Support
Formation, Maj Gen Mzikayise Tyhalisi received
the consignment of PPE from the Government
of the People’s Republic of China at O.R. Tambo
International Airport.
Lt Gen Maphwanya mentioned that the gesture
of goodwill from the Government of the People’s

Republic of China was highly
appreciated and will go a long way in
saving lives. He said: “The cargo we
are receiving today is meant to help
our people in trying to mitigate the
challenges we are facing against the
coronavirus”.
The Chief of Joint Operations
indicated that the consignment of
PPE was the second of its kind from
China with the first one delivered
on 26 March 2020. He said the first
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consignment was mainly meant
for SANDF officials deployed in the
frontline in support of NDOH and
law enforcement agencies to help
curb the spread of the virus and the
second consignment was mainly
for the NDOH but would partly
benefit the SANDF. He further
said the consignment would be
distributed to all nine provinces in
aid of those who are hit hard by the
Coronavirus pandemic.
The strong bilateral relationship
between these two countries
reaffirms the old saying: “Alone we
can do so little, but together we can
do so much”.
The international community
applauded the Government of the
People’s Republic of China for its
aggressive response to the Covid-19
pandemic, which saw the reduction
of infection in a short period of
time.
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DOD HQ Unit held a certificate ceremony
to acknowledge the completion of the
internship

By Capt Donald Nyalungu
Photos by CPO Ngendzimani Tshabalala

E

nthusiasm, meticulousness, competence
and professionalism was celebrated on
26 August 2020 when the Department of
Defence Headquarters (DOD HQ) unit held a
certificate ceremony at the communication
hall to acknowledge the completion of the internship
that department offered to selected graduates.
Annually the DOD in conjunction with the
Safety and Security Sector Education and Training
Authority (SASSETA) participates in an internship
program. The objective of this program is to expose

Capt (SAN) Takalani Magonono addressing the interns
during the certificate ceremony.

DOD HQ Unit Human Resource Manager, Capt
Itumeleng Chake with the interns from HR.
and equip South Africa youth with the experience
of a real working environment. It is expected that
the acquired work experience will help the interns
in the future when they seek employment either
in the government or private sectors. No less than
nine young candidates were selected and appointed
in different sections within the DoD HQ unit.
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DOD HQ Unit Logistics executive, Cdr Portia Dlamini
with interns from the section.
These sections included Logistics,
Procurement, Human Resource
Management and Corporate
Communication.
The DOD Unit Officer
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Commanding (OC), Capt (SAN)
Takalani Magonono expressed
mixed emotions about the
departure of the interns saying:
“I hope you have gained the
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The Officer Commanding of DOD HQ Unit, Capt
(SAN) Takalani Magonono with the Command
group and interns.

DoD HQ Procurement Officer Capt, Simon Mathobela
and interns.
possess these qualities.
Congratulations to all
DoD HQ Officer Commanding Capt (SAN) Takalani
interns who will receive
Magonono with one of the interns, Ms Munyadziwa acknowledgement in
Kwinda.
the form of certificates.
experience you were yearning for. Today we celebrate
Let this not be your last
your success on completing your internship. My
achievement”, said the OC.
advice to you is to work hard and be enthusiastic
Capt (SAN) Magonono
about your future goals”.
highlighted to the outgoing interns
“Your time in the SA National Defence Force
that the few who qualified for the
(SANDF) was limited, I hope you did not waste it
internship programme in the DoD
but grasped the experience and knowledge the
HQ unit were selected because of
organisation had to offer. Do not let the noise of
their enthusiasm to experience the
others or opinions drown you, have courage and
SANDF. “Be grateful as many people
follow your dreams. The SANDF prides itself on
wanted to be where you are now. A
serving with professionalism and discipline. I have
year down line, we find ourselves
no doubt in my mind that in this hall all of you
at this ceremony to acknowledge
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the hard work and dedication you
displayed during the internship”,
Capt (SAN) Magonono added.
A 26 year old Mr Bafana Nkgogo
from Phalaborwa in Limpopo, an
intern at the Human Resource
Management Services section,
wished the department to employ
some of the interns because the
experience they have gained
would make it easy for them to
work in the DOD as they already
know how the DOD functions.
The certificate ceremony was
concluded with a prayer to
encourage the interns as they head
into their new chapter.
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How Managers can provide support to
Health Care Professionals during the
Covid-19 pandemic
By Lt Col Ruth Bielfeld, SO1 Research Consulting, MPI

E

xperience has proven that emotional support
for frontline healthcare workers contributes
to their effectiveness during disaster relief
efforts. This article provides a few guidelines
to assist managers to provide effective support
to their members.
QQ

It is okay not to feel okay
Faced with a pandemic or disaster situation, it is normal
to experience feelings of fear, uncertainty, helplessness,
stress and even anger. There are certain “psychological
triggers” that may set these feelings in motion:

Restricted movement
QQ

This may limit how a person can interact as well as

Trauma exposure: People
who have experienced
intense or prolonged
direct exposure to trauma
(e.g. vivid images of ill
people) are more likely to
suffer from psychological
consequences.
Psychological distress as
a result of compassion
fatigue or burnout may

QQ

reactions such as fear, anxiety,
frustration, and hostility.
Perceived personal or family
risk: This includes fear about
the safety of yourself and that
of family and loved ones. This
may motivate people to take
appropriate self-protective
actions but can also cause
people to become fearful and
anxious, angry, or hostile.

Risk factors

QQ

42

opportunities to rely on natural social support
systems. Feelings such as sadness, anger and
fear can be experienced. This can also lead to
maladaptive behaviour such as defiance of public
health recommendations.
Limited resources: This includes not only food
and other essential items but also access to
care such as routine medical care. Limited
resources can decrease a person’s sense of safety
and may lead to feelings of being stigmatised,
agitation, and hostility due to actual or perceived
inequitable distribution of supplies or services
and can intensify pre-existing psychological
symptoms.
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QQ

include feelings of grief,
anger, worry and maladaptive
behaviours such as smoking,
drinking, risk-taking or
absenteeism.
Limited information: This
refers to real or perceived lack
of information about risks,
symptoms and appropriate
actions such as what to do
or where to go. Receiving
no or limited, insufficient
or conflicting information
may trigger psychological
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These are factors that may
predispose your members to
experience a more significant
impact on their mental health:
QQ Duration of time a Health Care
Professional (HCP) has been
exposed to an event
QQ Unfamiliarity and
uncontrollability of the hazard
QQ High levels of contagiousness
QQ Relatively high mortality rate
QQ Married HCPs members may
experience increased fear and
worry about infecting their
partners and children with the
disease
QQ First responders to a traumatic
event
QQ Exposure to an outbreak at the
workplace
QQ Being quarantined
QQ Death or illness of relative or
friend due to the pandemic
Be aware and vigilant of the
impact of the above-mentioned
factors on the mental health of
HCPs.
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between members.
Provide real and visible
support to HCPs at work and
in quarantine.
Provide opportunities for the
relief of stress.
Be aware of and address HCPs
worries of personal and / or
family risks.
Establish the need for support
services for members with
sick family members, as well
as child care facilities for
members.
Make material available on
the management of stress and
self-care.

Psychological support
and intervention:

Protective factors
HCPs may be protected from a negative impact of the
pandemic on their mental health by the following
factors:
QQ An altruistic intent to help and serve the country
QQ Accurate perceptions of related risks
QQ HCP’s confidence in infection control
QQ Current and accurate health information
HCPs are often driven by an altruistic motivation,
especially in the military, where HCP are motivated
by the desire to serve their country.
Accurate perceptions of related risks by HCPs
can be addressed by frequently communicating with
all staff. The following points should be included in
communication efforts:
QQ Provide accurate, timely, evidence-based
information about the disaster and the current
impact on the facility
QQ Discuss any necessary disease- and
contamination-related procedures with the
opportunity to ask questions
QQ Acknowledge positive staff accomplishments
during the disaster
QQ Emphasise the number of recovered individuals

Tips for Health Care Professionals’
Managers
HCP managers are responsible for the performance
and resilience of HCP under their command. In
addition to their day-to-day activities, managers

will have to deal with members’
grief, exhaustion, anger, fear,
family issues and resolution of
ethical issues. Here are a few tips
provided by Meredith et al. (2018)
in supporting HCP in dealing with
the impact of the disaster on their
mental health:
QQ Lead from the front by
continually walking through
work areas to provide
immediate support in stressful
situations.
QQ Remind HCPs to take care of
themselves and encourage
them to seek additional support
if necessary.
QQ Work rosters should be
compiled to allow for alternate
on and off shifts. Call in backup personnel to assist.
QQ HCPs should be relieved from
their regular workload to focus
only on disaster response.
QQ Be aware and vigilant of the
effects of extended working
hours, increased workloads and
unfamiliar tasks.
QQ Be aware and vigilant of the
effects of extended working
hours
QQ Address and manage conflicts
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Mental health professionals could
assist Health Care Managers in
addressing the impact of the
disaster on the mental health of
members in the following ways:
QQ Inclusion in and attendance of
regular briefing meetings in
which internal and external
communication plans are
discussed
QQ Attendance of daily debriefing
sessions with HCPs
QQ Provision of self-care tips for
HCP’s physical and emotional
health
QQ Delivery of short-term
interventions, e.g.
psychological first aid and
crisis intervention
QQ Delivery of longer-term
interventions such as
cognitive behavioural therapy
QQ Provision of support and
material in dealing with
grief and bereavement in the
workplace
QQ Arrangement of support
groups to assist grieving
members
The Poster provided is a great way
for HCPs to track their self-care
efforts each day, it is ideal for
hanging in the tearoom where
HCPs can mentally ticks off the
statements while enjoying their
coffee.
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In fond memory of Sgt Frost – the first SA Air
Force Bird Control Dog

Article and photo by Maj Mariska Vogel, Environmental
Manager AFB Waterkloof

A

viation Safety is one of the highest priorities
for the SA Air Force (SAAF). Generally
airports attract large numbers of wildlife
primarily because they offer immense areas
of foraging and nesting habitats free from the
threat of predation. Consequently this attraction in many
cases causes collision between aircrafts and wildlife.
Bird Strikes at airports including Air Force Bases
(AFB) pose serious safety risks. The majority of bird
collisions occur near or at airports (90%, according to the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) during
takeoff, landing and associated phases). These seemingly
common collisions damage aircraft’s landing gear,
cockpit windows but mainly engines. Depending on the

speed and altitude of the aircraft, lives have been lost
due to Bird Strikes. It was for this reason that Habitat
management with an integrated environmentally
sensitive approach became a pivotal requirement to
address Bird Strikes challenges effectively.
Over the years various methods that were tried
and tested to reduce the bird population at Air Force
Bases were only partially successful. Through these
trials and tribulations, it was established that a
combination of methods would be more successful.
Dr Nicholas Carter, owner of Bird Strike Control
Program and the President of the Central and
South American Bird Strike Committee visited AFB
Waterkloof in 2000 to introduce the SAAF to the
Bird Control Programme. Dr Carter introduced an
interesting concept in which dogs (especially the
Border Collie breed) were trained to reduce the risk
of bird strikes on runways. Dogs (Border collies) serve
as an effective means of wildlife control in these
environments by introducing a predator into the
ecosystem. Many wildlife dispersal methods seek
to imitate predators or the effect of predators and
become increasingly ineffective as wildlife habituate
(become accustomed) to the stimuli. However, border
collies are true predators, representing an actual, not
perceived, threat to wildlife thereby eliminating the
problems of habituation.
On 20 July 2009 Sgt Frost, the trained
Border Collie Bird Control Dog was placed at
the Environmental Services Section at AFB
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EW -0511 Sgt Frost - Bird Control Dog Air Force Base
Waterkloof.

Swartkop where an Integrated
Environmentally Habitat
Management pilot project would
be implemented. The outcome
of this newly introduced project
would determine the future on how
bird control would be managed
at Air Force Bases. Sgt Frost was
trained by Mr and Mrs Philip and
Pippa Andrews, Dog breeders
and trainers from Caledon, in the
Overberg region of the Western
Cape. Sgt Frost, the Border Collie
with guidance, conducted regular
patrols from early morning till
late afternoon, even during Air
Shows. Sgt Frost’s main task was
to discourage birds from settling
near the active runway. These
patrols in essence forced the birds to
naturally stay in a safe zone out of
harm’s way.
In 2011 Frost was transferred to
AFB Waterkloof where WO2 Coert
Theron was her handler and worked
continuously with her forming a
close bond. Sgt Frost became part of
the Environmental Services Section,
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where she was not just a dog or
another burden to the section.
She was a member of the SAAF, as
one of them no matter where they
went she went with, whether it
was to attend seminars, courses
or even visiting the SA Air Force
Headquarters (SAAF HQ). No one
blinked an eye when she stepped
into the Headquarters building.
Sadly Sgt Frost passed away
on Tuesday, 7 July 2020. Being the
first Bird Control Dog for the Air
Force she set the standard on how
this project can go forward hoping
that in the near future SAAF will
able to procure a new Bird Control
Dog. She will never be replaced
but live forever in our hearts.
Serving the SA Air Force for the
past 11 years everybody knew who
Frost was, always ready for a treat,
and she knew exactly where she
could find them. Sgt Frost will
be dearly missed by all of us at
AFB Waterkloof but especially the
Environmental Services Section.
(09/11/2007 - 20/07/2020)
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Defence Legal Services and Human
Resources Divisions bid farewell to
Col Andre Retief
Article and photos by Lt Col Lizette Lombard,
SO1 Corp Com, Defence Legal Service Division

C

ol Andre Retief, a member of the
SA Air Force (SAAF), detached from
Human Resources Division to Defence
Legal Services Division, as Senior
Staff Officer Law of Armed Conflict,
sadly passed away on the morning of 13 July 2020.
Col Retief was internationally renowned for his
knowledge on International Humanitarian Law
and the Law of Armed Conflict. He was involved in

Col Andre Retief (left), his wife Lindie Retief (Right), and
their son Albert Retief in front.
and 1 April 1990 he was promoted to
Captain.

Col André Retief 23 January 1966 to
13 July 2020.
an unfortunate accident in the Western Cape. He is
survived by his wife Lindie and son Albert. His family,
friends and colleagues from all over the world were
saddened by his passing.
Members and/or public are requested to send letters/
messages of condolences to lizettelombardnr1@gmail.
com. Col André Retief, born on 23 January 1966, joined
the SA Defence Force on 1 April 1987 and became part
of the SA Air Force, in the Intelligence Corps. He was
promoted to the rank of Lieutenant on 1 April 1987,

He was appointed as Officer in
Charge (OiC) of SAAF Intelligence
School from 1992 to 1997. On 1 April
1993 he became a Major, and five
years later, on 1 January 1998 he was
promoted to the rank of Lieutenant
Colonel. He was stationed at Air
Force Command from 1997 to 2000
as the SO1 Intelligence. In 2000 up to
2010, Col Retief was appointed as the
Senior Staff Officer Law Training for
Defence Legal Services Division. On
1 December 2003 he was promoted
to the rank of Colonel. From 2010 up
to date, Col Retief was appointed as
SSO Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) at
Chief Directorate Human Resources
Division (CD HRD). He was detached
to Defence Legal Services Division,
as SSO LOAC and was seated at the
School of Military Justice, Thaba
Tshwane.
Over the years Col Retief completed
various degrees, post-graduate
diplomas, military courses and
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programmes. Most notable of
these is a Diploma in International
Law which he obtained at the
International Institute for Humanitarian Law in San Remo, Italy.
Up until his passing, he served
annually as a LOAC Course Director
and a member of the General
Assembly of the International
Institute of Humanitarian Law, in
San Remo, Italy.
Col André Retief’s loyalty to, and
love of, the South African National
Defence Force, resonates in the
various Decorations and Medals
he has received over the past few
decades
Pro Patria Medal - 1988
General Service Medal - 1992
Unitas Medal - 1995
10 Year Service Medal - 1997
20 Year Service Medal - 2007
30 Year Service Medal - Is Awaited
One of the true greats, has
taken his final flight. Rest in
Peace, Col André Waso Retief. We
salute you!
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New beginnings

By Cpln (Rev) Yukani Vezi, Natal Carbineers   

R

evelation Chapter 21 verse 5: “And behold
he that sat upon the throne said, Behold, I
make all things new”
As we cautiously exit the winter season
and excitedly look towards the season of
spring, we thank God for carrying us through those
cold and miserable times of winter where we had to
survive the flu and all its symptoms and especially
the height of Covid-19 infections that ravaged South
Africa during this particular winter season.

As I began reflecting on the coming spring season I
could not help but bring myself to consider all the
brightness and beauty this season brings with it and
how obviously cold and painful the winter season is.
I strongly believe that all the readers will agree with
me when I say that during winter the surface of the
earth looks dull and dry with the air always cold and
numbing and there is a definite disjuncture between
growth and life. You see plants withering and dying
and there is dryness all around making it almost
unbearable that one wants to escape this reality.
However we are always assured that winter is for but
a time and spring will surely break.
The book of Revelation Chapter 21:5 assures us that
even in Winter God is present and at work. He is busy
preparing us for the beauty of the spring season to
come. The author informs us that for us to appreciate
spring we must experience the pangs of winter. After
the vegetation has withered and almost died off, God
gives new life, new meaning and new purpose for our
existence.
God has a desire that with our very breath we
experience the harshness life brings to us and we
appreciate the cycle of life so that with our lives we
go through all the seasons of life -our life circle - and
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while going
through it,
we should not
despair because
with certainty
there is such a
season called
spring and
it is always
Cpln (Rev) Yukani Vezi,
dawning after
Natal Carbineers.
winter. God
is preparing something new, even
as it dislocated so many lives and
as we are globally confronted with
robbed so many. Yet as we enter
the Covid-19 pandemic, countries
the new season the effects of this
around the world find themselves in
virus are slowly diminishing and
a crisis, racism and inequality are
the desire to overcome and win has
eroding our humanity, women and
never been greater among God›s
children remain vulnerable whilst
people.
our young girls are killed.
I pray God›s wisdom, strength,
Beloved let us not lose hope, let us
peace, understanding and the will
pray earnestly, trust and have faith
to enter into His presence with
in God Almighty. The new season is
great anticipation of what He is
dawning in our lives. The dryness
about to do in this season. Don›t
and harshness of winter does not
panic, do not rush, the season is
mean that it is over and we are
being downloaded into your life.
defeated, it does however mean
Wait patiently in God›s enduring
that as one endures the hardships
presence. He is Omnipresent,
of one season, the new season will
Omnipotent, and omniscient. He
bring with it the joy and celebration
shall never leave nor forsake us.
of the good things it holds. This
is the spring season where new
May the grace of God be with all
leaves are shooting out, flowers are
God›s people, created in His image
blossoming, it is the time to put all
as we now begin to endure the
the past behind and look forward
season of spring, be inspired, be
to the new things God has in-store
invigorated and be energised as
for our lives. Even as a nation we
God rewrites our purpose with
have experienced an unprecedented
grace and mercy. God bless us all.
wave and hammering of Covid-19
Amen.
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